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An Apology for JMC History

By Wm. David Sloan ©

Wm. David Sloan, a professor emeritus from the University of Alabama, is the author/
editor of a number of books and is a recipient of the American Journalism Historians
Association’s Kobre Award for Lifetime Achievement.

© 2016. The author owns the copyright to this essay.

In 1731 Benjamin Franklin published in his Penn -
sylvania Gazette a short essay titled “An Apology forPrinters.” “Being frequently censur’d and con ‐demn’d,” he began, “by different Persons for print‐ing things which they say ought not to be printed, Ihave sometimes thought it might be necessary tomake a standing Apology for my self, and publish itonce a Year.”Of course, he used the word “apology” not becausehe was remorseful for anything he had published. He employed it in thetheological sense of a defense or a justification for beliefs.JMC historians should be just as bold. When other scholars suggestthat history is somehow inferior to fields such as those in social andbehavioral science, historians should not cower. Most of the criticismsare poorly informed.A few years ago a professor teaching at a second‐tier JMC schoolposted somewhere on the Internet a complaint that his school shouldstop teaching history because it is no longer relevant. His understand‐ing of history was as deep as coffee sloshed in a saucer. Yet JMC histo‐rians for a few days wrung their hands and wondered if the sky was
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falling.Instead, they should have taken a page from Franklin.Certainly, the field of JMC history has enough dubious sorts to giveit a bad name. Some got into it for the wrong reasons. As graduate stu‐dents they weren’t good at math, or they thought historical researchwould be easy. It has others who only dabble at history. In fact, thereare some who have been able to make successful careers as dabblers.So it is not surprising that other researchers sometimes criticize it —and, unfortunately, we have enough dabblers and default historiansthat our field merits some of the criticism.As, however, one recognizes the rigor of the methods used in histo‐ry and the analytical ability that it requires, one comes to realize thathistorical study is neither simple nor easy. It insists on much from thehistorian, considerably more than is normally expected from othercom    munication researchers. The requirements of method and theamount of work necessary cannot be overstated. History demands un ‐surpassed rigor. That’s a point that both dabblers and critics fail to rec‐ognize.Foremost, historical study demands an absolute desire to find thetruth. Commitment to a philosophy, an ideology, an ism, a political doc‐trine, or a theoretical framework must take a backseat. The notion ofwhether we can know the “truth” has come under fire from postmod‐ernists and others in the last several decades, but in historical study acommitment to anything other than an honest desire to discover thetruth conflicts with history’s proper role.Furthermore, it must be founded on rigorous, proven methodolog‐ical procedures. Historical re search cannot be based on vague, haphaz‐ard, lackadaisical method. His tori ans must bring thoroughness andtirelessness to the effort of collecting and analyzing source material.The task may sometimes require hour upon hour of research to findeven the minutest detail. 
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While unstintingly rigorous and harshly analytical in their re ‐search, historians must be judicious in their treatment of the materialand the people whom they study. The search for historical truth re ‐quires that they deal openly and fairly with their subjects.Historians also must have or must develop an acute thinking abili‐ty. Unlike communication researchers who use social and behavioralresearch methods, historians rarely have mathematical formulae andstatistical systems on which to rely. In analyzing and evaluating re ‐search material, they must depend on their own mature judgment, crit‐ical mind, and incisive analytical ability. In the requirement to offer sound analysis, historians must have apower of imagination. The cold facts of history standing alone are noth‐ing more than cold facts. They remain dead unless subjected to thethoughtful, imaginative mind of the historian who can perceive rela‐tionships among the materials and meaning in them. It is the task of thehistorian to breathe life into them. Piling data upon data is not enough.As the historian Page Smith, winner of the Bancroft prize for his biogra‐phy of John Adams, commented in regard to researchers who amassresearch but never bring life to it, “Research is too often a substitute forthought, for bold speculation, for enlightening generalization.”1But historians are not allowed the loose judgments that communi‐cation researchers in such fields as cultural and critical studies some‐times employ. They may not simplistically impose their values on thepast. Imaginative explanation requires a solid grounding in the meth‐ods of historical research.Thus, the best historians eschew, on the one hand, the vague “phi ‐losophical” and “the  oretical” and “grand theory” recommendations thathave at times been faddish with some JMC historians and, on the otherhand, a slavish devotion to the quantitative methods drilled into grad‐uate students in theoretical communication programs. While un der ‐standing big ideas and quantitative methods, good historians keep
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them in perspective as only a limited part of the knowledge necessaryin history.It is incumbent on historians to abide by such expectations, and ifthey don’t then they are something other than historians. If, though,they work as real historians, they have no need to apologize.
The articles in this issue of Historiography reveal the historical mind atwork. They are written by some of the best historians in our field. Theissue opens with an essay by Jim Startt that surveys the broad land‐scape of historical study as it changed during the 20th century. We fol‐low his essay with one by Deb bie van Tuyll that analyzes how histori‐ans in the 20th century attempted to explain the press of the AmericanSouth during the Civil War era. For our Q&A with a recipient of theKobre Award for Lifetime Achievement, Leonard Teel graciouslyagreed to submit to an interview. Finally, our interviewee for a bookaward is Greg Lisby, who won the American Journalism His tori ansAssociation’s award in 2003 for his biography of Julian LaRose Harris.As always, we think you will find that the essays and interviews in thisissue of our journal offer a great deal of insight into the study of JMChistory.
NOTE

1Page Smith, The Historian and History (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1964),145.
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Reports of the death of history, to paraphrase MarkTwain, are greatly exaggerated.1 Evidence to thecontrary is overwhelming. Consider the public re ‐action to the Smithsonian’s exhibit on the Enola Gayand the end of World War II, or to the recent reportof the National Council for History Standards.2 Infact, we encounter proof every day that historylives. “The Constitution says this,” or “our Found ingFathers believed that,” or, moving farther back intime, “Rome fell because of this.” How often havewe heard such statements? Or how often have we heard Mr. Everymansay, “History proves that....” As Gerda Lerner comments: “All humanbeings are practicing historians.”3There is, of course, no reason to think that ordinary references tohistory are always wrong or that references by scholars are always cor‐
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The Historiographical Tradition 
in 20th Century America

By James D. Startt ©

James D. Startt serves as a Senior Research Professor in history at Valparaiso University.
He has written a number of books and is a recognized expert on President Woodrow Wil -
son. He has published numerous articles on American and British journalism and diplo-
matic history. He served as president of the American Journalism Historians Association
in 1997-1998, and he received its Kobre Award for Lifetime Achievement in 2000.

Editor’s Note: This essay is a reprint of Prof. Startt’s presidential address to
the national convention of the American Journalism Historians Association
in 1998. Despite the passage of almost two decades, his explanation of the
main currents of historical interpretation remains just as incisive as when he
presented it.

© 2016. The author owns the copyright to this essay.
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rect. Nevertheless, myths about the past and history, invented for pur‐poses either innocent or ill, seem to acquire a reality of their own.Misconceptions about the past abound, and knowledge about it is farfrom complete. Considering the vastness of human experience, it couldnot be otherwise, but that is no reason to think that one version of his‐tory is as good as another. The state of present knowledge about thepast and adherence to the standards that assure each generation theop portunity of knowing it make the difference. Historiography, usedhere to mean the practice and principles of history, is about makingthat difference.4As historians we think seriously about history more than most peo‐ple do, but not more than we should. The same is true of historiography,for few people pause to consider all that constitutes the practice of his‐tory. That is an involved topic, but by restricting it to mean the practiceand principles associated with the doing of history, we reduce it tomanageable dimensions. Moreover, that limited meaning makes it diffi‐cult to refute the claim that historians are “almost always historiogra‐phers.”5We work at the current edge of an old historiographical traditionwith modern roots in this country going back to the late 19th centuryand perhaps earlier. Since it influences our conscious effort to engageour subject, consideration of that tradition is always pertinent for his‐torians. Where to start? Colonial Americans wrote a number of histo‐ries, but they were mostly of the “saintly” or promotional variety. Theidea of mission that flourished in those histories would not be lost on alater generation of American writers. Nevertheless, the modern histori‐ographical tradition had its origin elsewhere.
Historiography’s Roots in Greece

Its roots are traceable to ancient Greece. They reach back to Herodotus
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and his famous history, The Persian Wars, which he wrote to preserve“the remembrance of what men have done.”6 In modern times, Re ‐naissance and Enlightenment scholars broke the hold religion hadgained over history in subsequent centuries and put into place ele‐ments that would endure in its modern shape. We find, for instance, anEnlightenment historian like David Hume beginning his famous Historyof England with the promise that he would disregard “fables” and con‐centrate on those parts of history that can be “well ascertained.”7Hume’s great contemporary, Edward Gibbon, concurred with that sen‐timent and declared in his Autobiography that “Truth — naked, un ‐blushing truth” must be “the first virtue of ... serious history.”8 Gibbon’smonumental Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, one of the greatesthistorical works in the English language, took him 20 years to researchand write, and it proves that the Age of Reason, which he personified,was also an age of elegant style. His great work exploring how institu‐tions change over time, included multiple causation, and offered inter‐pretation.9 Consequently, by the 19th century, an historiographical tra‐dition began to acquire some of the elements familiar to us — focus onthe object, and the separation of history from philosophy, religion andfable, the search for truth about the past, the presentation of history asa time conditioned inquiry, and history as an interpretative but docu‐mented subject.The European influence on the writing of American history hascontinued to this day, and it was present in the 19th century, “The Gol ‐den Age of History.”10 American history flourished during the “GoldenAge,” and while not discounting the European influence, it manifested agenius of its own. Historians like George Bancroft and Francis Park manelevated history in this country to unprecedented levels. These roman‐tic‐nationalist, patrician historians allowed current concepts aboutnation and national mission to frame their historical consciousness,and their works had powerful appeal. They reflected rigorous re search
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and skilled literary artistry and have lasting appeal, but were theyobjective? Toward the end of the century, a new group of historiansgained ascendancy and answered that question with a resounding “No.”
Scientific History

These historians rejected the specious, dramatic history of their patri‐cian predecessors in favor of a more scientific explanation of the past.Writing at a time when industry and urbanization were transformingthe nation and when the country was rising as a young power in thecommunity of states, these scholars sought to make history one of thegrowing number of professionalizing inquiries. Moreover, the greatexpansion of education at that time, especially in colleges and graduateschools, afforded them the opportunity to do so. Like so much else atthe time, education acquired the prefix “new,” and “new” meant scien‐tific. To be modern was to be scientific, and in education this impulseextended into non scientific areas.The new, “professional” or scientific historians, in contrast to the“amateurs” of previous generations, found in the expanding graduateschools an opportunity to devote themselves to full‐time teaching andwriting, and under the banner of science they guided history into amore narrow, in‐depth, record and archive based enterprise. Theyintroduced the graduate seminar in history; in 1884 they inauguratedthe American Historical Association; in 1895, the American Historical
Re view.11 Influenced by a number of European historians such as HenryThomas Buckle, Jacob Burckhardt, and mainly Leopold von Ranke, theybe came preoccupied with objectivity, preferred dealing with institu‐tions rather than individuals, and chose to write specific monographsrather than the sweeping historical narratives of the Parkman type.The scientific historians thought of their work in contrast to that ofthe older (or “old‐fashioned”) writers. Now historians examined a wide
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variety of original sources in which they attempted to separate truthfulfrom questionable evidence. They claimed to march in step with the“scientific and realistic spirit of the age in which” they lived.12 In theirworks, a progressive national theme can be detected, and with the pass‐ing of years their scope became somewhat wider than later criticswould acknowledge.13 It should also be noted that some of the histori‐ans who wrote major works at the end of the century (e. g., James FordRhodes and Theodore Roosevelt) cannot be considered members of theprofessional guild. It is, therefore, easy to exaggerate the exclusivenessof any school of historians and the history written at the time it flour‐ished. The same can be said of Ranke, whom the early scientific histori‐ans so admired. Latter day historians have often portrayed him in toonarrow terms. His greatest works were much broader than they al ‐lowed.Having established history as an autonomous academic field, thescientific historians discovered that they could not agree about itsproper identity. Some preferred to identify themselves as social scien‐tists and to pursue a focused and presentist study of “the State at rest”and “the State in action.”14 They formed the American Political ScienceAssociation in 1904. Others, though a minority, resisted departure butconsidered themselves social scientists within history’s ranks with amission to ally history to the social sciences.15 James Harvey Robinsonwas their vanguard. In 1912, he published The New History in which heargued that historians should approach the past in a selective way thatwould allow it to serve the present, that rather than concentrating onpolitical events they should broaden the scope of their inquiries, andthat they should “utilize the tools and concepts of the social scien‐tists.”16 Like their more conservative associates, they did not questionthe scientific base of history, nor did they think that the incompletenessand relativity of the historical record made history less than scientific.In fact, it had only been scientific if the word “science” was softened.
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Scientific history was more of a common sense, realistic approachto the past, and at a time when libraries and archives were growing, itwas based on comprehensively gathered and examined material. Asone of its founders put it, history was “truth about Conditions andCauses under which and because of any person, institution, custom, orwhat‐you‐please originated, developed, attained maturity, de ‐cayed....”17 Once the historians tried to depart from the quasi‐scientificpersuasions of their elders, they were in trouble. Searching for specificlaws, for scientific uniformities, in history, they pushed the claims ofscientific history too far. Moreover, the contradiction between probingfor history’s regularities while subordinating the past to the presentconfused their cause.18
The New History 

Their plight worsened as the relativist persuasion of Carl Becker gainedcredence. Already in 1910 he began to turn his skepticism on the foun‐dation of scientific history and later made it the subject of his wellknown 1931 Presidential Address to the American Historical Associ ‐ation (AHA), “Everyman His Own Historian.”19 The cultural disillusion‐ment following World War I, confusions emanating from the GreatDepression, and the misuse of science practiced in Nazi Germany, calledinto question confidence in scientific approaches to history, and stimu‐lated interest in a more relativist probing of the past.Even the powerful spokesman of progressive history, CharlesBeard, came to bemoan the cause of the scientific history he had oncechampioned. Now he insisted that the Rankean historical method wasbankrupt. “Slowly it dawns” upon the practitioners of that method, hesaid, that “the human mind and the method employed were not compe‐tent to the appointed task ... that if all human affairs were reduced tolaw ... a chief end of the quest, that is, human control over human occur‐
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rences and actions, would itself become meaningless. Should mankinddiscover the law of its total historical unfolding, then it would be im ‐prisoned in its own fate....”20The New History, with its stress on relativism, present‐minded‐ness, and discovering the deeper forces that caused political and socialchange, did enliven the debate about the shape of history. It also dis‐torted that debate. Objectivity versus subjectivity, the real past versusthe presentist past, and other such parings of opposites ex aggeratedpositions. All such terms rest on definition. Few of the historians Beardattacked had the positivist views of history that he suggested.In retrospect, it is easy to overstate the place of controversiesabout the methodology of the New History in shaping the practice ofhistory in this country during the first half of the 20th century. First ofall, there is the term the New History to question. Its origins can befound among historians writing before Robinson, and it might be moreaccurate to label most of his renowned contemporaries “progressivehistorians.” Among them were scholars like Frederick Jackson Turner,Charles A. Beard, and Vernon Louis Parrington who did for the histori‐ographical tradition, as Richard Hofstadter argued, what the muckrak‐ers did for journalism.21 In the case of history, however, their progres‐sive spirit remained predominant. The retreat from idealism and thewidespread materialism of the 1920s and the great economic travail ofthe 1930s encouraged the reformist bent of their writing until the eveof World War II.Ironically, at the very time that the progressives’ fondness forstressing economic and political conflict in history became increasing‐ly unrealistic, it was Beard who demonstrated the limits of relativismby his intemperate attacks on the Roosevelt administration, his failureto understand that Hitlerian aggression in Europe was a concern of theUnited States, and by his severe defense of isolationism. Thus, the NewHistory and progressive history, if a separation of terms is preferred,
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ground to a halt with the return of world war. Some historians, more‐over, never did fit well into either category. Allan Nevins, for example,the classic case of a journalist becoming an historian, emerged as aleading figure among historians in the 1930s and wrote about businessand political leaders in an appreciative way uncommon to the progres‐sive writers.There are other historiographical developments of this half centu‐ry that deserve recognition. There is the obvious expanding of thescope of American history to acknowledge. During this 50‐year period,for instance, political, diplomatic, and economic history flourished andgained broader definition while fields like intellectual, social, and laborhistory experienced significant growth. Important work contributed tothe growing maturity of black history and women’s history. Bi ‐ographies were numerous and popular. New scholarship stimulated in ‐terest in fields like journalism history.22 Did the work of the great sys‐tematizers of history like Oswald Spengler and Arnold Toynbee, whichgained influence in Europe after World War I, have a transatlanticimpact? No. They may have attracted interest, but most American his‐torians resisted the determinism and reductionism implicit in thosegrand theories.The case of the influence of Marxism was different due to econom‐ic conditions that begged for explanation and to the progressive histo‐rians’ fondness for economic and conflict interpretations. Marxism didhave some influence, mostly indirect and not in its complete form.Some American scholars used parts of his theories in their interpreta‐tions and responded to his emphasis on economics. But they shiedaway from his dialectic materialism and the timeless, universal, andrevolutionary contentions of full‐blown Marxism. As Carl Becker put it,“I have no faith in the infallibility of any man, or any group of men, or ofthe doctrines or dogmas of any man or group of men, except in so far asthey can stand the test of free criticism and analysis.”23 Even Charles
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Beard, renowned for his Economic Interpretation of the Constitution,de nied that his work was based on Marx.24 The great portion of the ex ‐panding American history occurred with the help of orthodox method‐ology.Another development apparent by 1950 deserving of attention wasthe fate of the historical narrative. Although the great narrative histori‐ans wrote until the end of the 19th century, their style of writing failedto last in the 20th. The early scientific historians, moreover, had a dull ‐ing effect on history as literature. In 1912, Theodore Roosevelt ad ‐dressed this trend in his AHA Presidential Address. He de plored theway science was deadening history and stated that the great appeal ofa work of history was “as a masterpiece of literature.”25 While it is fairto say that a pedantic trend had appeared and would continue in histor‐ical writing, some of the leaders of the discipline resisted it. Withouttrying to emulate the Bancrofts and Parkmans, they insisted that goodliterary quality be a standard of historical literature. Thomas A. Bailey,Samuel Eliot Morison, Allan Nevins, the young Arthur M. Schles inger,Jr., Walter Prescott Webb, and C. Vann Woodward were among the his‐torians writing at this time who exemplified that idea.Moreover, after World War I, a new audience of “middlebrow”read ers who appreciated nonfiction emerged. This afforded historiansa wonderful opportunity to widen their outreach. Some did, but it wasjournalists who led in responding to this opportunity. Their productionof history and biography in the decades after World War I was remark‐able. The name Carl Sandburg, of course, comes to mind, for his biogra‐phy of Lincoln is a modern classic. Among others were: Frederick LewisAllen, Claude Bowers, Wilbur J. Cash, Douglas Southall Freeman, Mar ‐quis James, Walter Millis, George Fort Milton, and Henry Pringle. Theyall wrote outstanding history or biography while holding responsiblepositions in journalism — a tribute to their industry and to their pas‐sion for history.26
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It is apparent that by mid‐century history had acquired its modern20th century shape. Having assumed a secure place in academe, it alsoappealed to a wide public audience. World War I may have been theformative event of the century and did stimulate interest in history, butWorld War II popularized it far more. Curiosity about that war and itscauses, the country’s assumption of greater international responsibili‐ties, and the opening of the Cold War helped history to resonate amongthe informed public. As college enrollments surged thanks to postwarprosperity and the GI Bill, the size and number of history classesmounted. Their place in college curricula reflected their acquiredshape. Except as a matter of convenience, they were listed neither ashumanities nor social sciences.
Post World War II History

Practice proved that history was more method than science, moreinterpretative than theoretical, more inductive than deductive in itsreasoning, and more factual than creative in its narration — though itenjoyed kinship with all of these opposites.27 If historians now ques‐tioned the belief in progress of their predecessors, they remained opti‐mistic in their writing. And, in the spirit of Edward Gibbon, they stillbelieved in truth as a guide and object of history. “No person without aninherent loyalty to truth, a high degree of intellectual honesty, and asense of balance, can be a great or even a good historian. Truth aboutthe past is the essence of history and historical biography...,” SamuelEliot Morison told the American Historical Association in 1950.28All considered, history’s place in American society and culture ap ‐peared settled and secure in the postwar years. Its content, moreover,seemed to reflect the current mood of the country as its prewar pro‐gressive spirit waned. The belief grew among historians that progres‐sive history with its prevailing theme of internal conflict had ill‐pre‐
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pared the nation to grasp the significance of the totalitarian movementsof the 1920s and 1930s. The belief that the present needed a differenthistorical grounding led Samuel Eliot Morison to declare: “The age of‘debunking’ has passed, ... a new generation both here and in Europe issounding and elucidating national and sectional traditions. But muchharm was done, and little good.”29 Although a liberal historian himself,Morison claimed that balance should be a hallmark of history, that theliberal interpretation had too long guided history, and that the countrynow needed a “sanely conservative” but not “nostalgic” writing of his‐tory.30Perhaps ideas do have a history of their own and pass out of fash‐ion; perhaps the prewar progressives’ association with isolationismdis credited their cause; perhaps the idea of national unity needed to bestressed as the Cold War continued; perhaps after all they had experi‐enced in the last 20 years, Americans needed to rediscover past tradi‐tions suggesting unity, continuity, and consensus rather than discord.Thus there occurred an historiographical turn toward a more positiveview of the past, personified by historians like Daniel Boorstin andClinton Rossiter. It had been prefigured earlier.31 Of course, no singleidea represents historical thought of any time no more than a singleidea expresses the thought of any decade or generation, but a conserva‐tive or “consensus” view of history ascended to redirect its basic shape.That ascendancy would be challenged.Consensus history fit the first period of postwar American life,from 1945 into the early 1950s, but it encountered stormy times dur‐ing the ensuing years. Between the mid 1950s and the mid 1970s, newforces emerged to challenge and divide the national mood that consen‐sus history reflected.32 A spirit of reform with a rebellious edge grewand became more radical as the 1960s proceeded. If the Cold War wasthe central international event for Americans at that time, the civilrights movement was its domestic equivalent. It occupied a pivotal
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position in the nation’s thought and action, and as it struck against seg‐regation, it vitalized or revitalized other reform movements. By the endof the 1960s a strong women’s liberation movement appeared thatwould soon produce dramatic social changes. Peace, poverty and theen vironment all became targets of reform and often inspired protestdemonstrations. As the Vietnam conflict escalated, politics becamemore confrontational and a “counterculture” youth movement that at ‐tacked many traditional values gathered momentum. Much of the temperament of the ‘60s appeared in the practice ofhistory as it did in other disciplines. Between the early years of the cen‐tury when the New History appeared with its progressive thrust untilWorld War II, discord and insurgency had been a major part of thenation’s history, but the post World War II consensus historians deem‐phasized it. Now a group of New Left historians emerged who wantedto restore themes of conflict, struggle, and exploitation to American his‐tory. These historians, William Appleman Williams, Walter La Feber,Staughton Lynd and others, probed into diplomatic as well as domestichistory, and in some cases they searched for a usable, radical past toserve as a political weapon against present maladjustments of society.Never a homogeneous group, the New Left declined as a group intime, but their passion and spirit can be detected in later causes histo‐rians championed. Unlike historians who promoted other causes, mostof the New Left historians remained traditional in terms of methodolo‐gy. Historians involved in black history and especially women’s historywere more willing to experiment with new techniques and approachesto history. While the expanding social interests associated with the ‘60sbroadened the scope of history, the sequence of new approachesemerging threatened to change its character.Judging from the number of fields of history that acquired the ad ‐jective “new” to their name, a wave of newness appeared to be sweep‐ing through the inquiry. In part, this can be explained by the nature of
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the generational feeling widespread among the youth of that time, andin part it can be seen as a response to recent historical events. Alreadyin 1953, Hannah Arendt went so far as to pronounce that history wasunable to provide understanding of the then present evil of totalitarian‐ism since it was a world movement without precedent that exposed toruin traditional “categories of thought and standards of judgment.”33Although extreme, her statement captured the turn of mind a numberof historians were experiencing.34
New Methodologies

In pursuit of new problems in history or new answers to old ones, manyhistorians were attracted to new methodologies and approaches beingadvanced by other disciplines. Acceptance of these practices, however,was far from complete and would occasion debates among historiansfor the next several decades. Specifically, the debate turned on threesequential but overlapping developments: 1) certain practices gainingcurrency in the social sciences; 2) the expansion of the new social his‐tory; and 3) a composite development that I shall refer to, for lack of abetter term, as “postmodernism.”Regarding the first item in the sequence, it should be pointed outthat the question was not the old one regarding whether or not historywas a social science. Long before, it had been resolved by most histori‐ans that history was not a social science as such but rather a study thatcould have much in common with social sciences.35 The new social his‐tory might call that assumption into question, but at the start of therenewed debate regarding the social sciences attention was focused onparticular practices. For example, as social scientists applied their tech‐niques to human behavior and sought to perfect their understanding ofspecialized and often small units of research, they seemed to part com‐pany with historians, who, however specified their research might be,
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were expected to relate it to larger categories of knowledge. Conse ‐quently, the generalizations they reached were not as sharply definedas those of the social scientists.Richard Hofstadter explained the difference in this way. As the his‐torian moves beyond the small units of his research to engage the larg‐er questions of the past, he “confronts the precariousness of human ef ‐fort, sees the passing not only of great states and powerful institutionsbut of militant faiths and, most pertinent for him, of the very historicalperspectives that were identified with them. At this point he is persuad‐ed to accept the imaginative as well as the cognitive side of his ownwork ... and he realizes more fully than before how much history is akinto literature.”36 Many other historians continued to consider narrativea defining characteristic of history.37In fact, orthodox historians questioned that a number of social sci‐ence techniques, which had gained currency since World War II, hadgreat applicability to history — “model building” for one, quantificationfor another. Moreover, devotees of these methods sometimes angeredhistorians by referring to history as only a descriptive and impression‐istic exercise. At times historians responded with little tact to such in ‐ferences. It was, for instance, the president of the AHA, Carl Briden ‐baugh, who countered: “The finest historians will not be those who suc‐cumb to the dehumanizing methods of social sciences, whatever theiruses and values, which I hasten to acknowledge. Nor will the historianworship at the shrine of the Bitchgoddess, quantification. History offersradically different values and methods.”38While other historians criticized quantification, they admitted thatwhen carefully used it had a place in history.39 After all, historians hadcounted for ages. Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. probably struck the proper bal‐ance when he summed up the case of quantification in history in thismanner. “As an humanist, I am bound to reply that almost all importantquestions are important precisely because they are not susceptible to
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quantitative answers. The humanist ... does not deny the value of thequantitative method. What he denies is that it can handle everythingwhich the humanist must take into account; what he condemns is theassumption that things which quantitative methods can’t handle don’tmatter.”40The case of using psychological methods as tools of history re ‐quires more explanation. Already in 1958 William Langer in his AHAPresi dential Address urged historians to use the concepts of modernpsy chology to perceive “collective mentalities” related to historicalinquiries. He used the psychological effects of a traumatic event, theBlack Death, to make his point.41 Langer, like Preserved Smith long be ‐fore, also expressed an interest in psychoanalytical biography.42 Thatinterest, in fact, had been growing for sometime, not surprising giventhe impact that Sigmund Freud had on twentieth century thought.When handled with care and kept within reasonable boundaries, it ap ‐peared to have much to offer.43 Erik Erikson’s contributions to the fieldstimulated even more interest in it. However, his Young Man Luther at ‐tracted some sharp criticism by historians as did a popular study ofWoodrow Wilson by Sigmund Freud and William Bullitt.44The skeptics worried that the psychoanalyzing of historical figuresproduced claims that could not be proven since these people were nolonger alive and the possible cure that would prove the analysis was nolonger possible. Some complained that appropriate evidence for suchconclusions was missing, or that such evidence when found was nottime conditioned. Others, like Jacques Barzun wondered if the processplaced too much emphasis on “fixations,” “deep attachments,” and oncharacteristics of adulthood dredged up from speculations, or evenfacts, about one’s youth. Or, it might encourage an old historical error,al lowing an event to define cause. “Chain smoking,” he reasoned, “maywell express a regressive desire to suck the breast, but sucking thebreast does not lead to lung cancer, and our hero’s death has to be ex ‐
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plained by chain‐smoking.”45 More recently, as they discover moreabout the biological makeup of the brain and the relationship betweena person’s genetic history and human behavior, scientists are question‐ing the emphasis Freud placed on the irrational processes of individualthought.46As for the broader, cultural implications of Freud’s theories, theytoo occasioned skepticism among historians. Freud’s claim, for in ‐stance, that private religion was an obsessional neurosis and that reli‐gion itself was a mass obsessional neurosis, was bound to disturb his‐torians. It was as reductionistic as Marxism. If Marx traced human be ‐havior to economic forces and considered the “personal” or “private”factor only as a manifestation of those forces, Freud traced it to psycho‐logical roots. In both cases, historians had reason to question the deval‐uation of culture, politics, and various social realities in such grandschemes.47For a variety of reasons, then, orthodox historians were uneasyabout the viability of certain social science methodologies for historyun less they were properly qualified. Nevertheless, by the 1960s the oldtension between history and the social sciences appeared to be waning.Orthodox historians often acknowledge that advances in the social sci‐ences must be considered for their possible enhancement of historicalac curacy and for their use in probing into undeveloped areas of the his‐torical past.48 The social sciences, moreover, were acquiring a renewedap preciation of historical perspective. The rapprochement had beenlong in coming but would prove illusory. A new challenge to historicalor thodoxy was already mounting. Although quite diverse, the challengecan be appreciated by observing the rise of the new social history.
Social History

As in the case of so many of the “new” histories that appeared in the
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1960s and 1970s, the new social history had significant antecedents.49Major historians in the 19th and early 20th centuries had advanced thecause — especially J. R. Green and G. M. Trevelyan, two English histori‐ans who influenced their American counterparts, and John Back Mc ‐Master and Arthur Schlesinger Sr. in this country. It was Trevelyan whodescribed this brand of history as “the history of a people with politicsleft out.”50Moreover, the New History that James Harvey Robinson andCharles A Beard championed two generations before had a social com‐ponent. Social history, however, only became a separate field in the1950s.51 The rising interest of historians in quantification and othercurrent social science methodologies provided the tools that, in manycases, would be needed to explore various subjects of this “new” in ‐quiry. It is also worth remembering that it was cast against the back‐drop of one of the momentous transformations of modern centuries,the decolonization of Africa and Asia, the corresponding successful na ‐tional movements in those areas, and the relative reduction of WesternEurope’s political world position.An even more immediate context for this new history can be foundin the temper of the ‘60s noted previously in relation to the growth ofthe New Left. The spirit of tension and rebelliousness associated withthat decade and its attachment to anti‐institutional causes reverberat‐ed among groups of other historians who, as a result both of their frus‐tration and idealism, became dissatisfied with many aspects of thesocial and intellectual order, including consensus history. They reject‐ed its portrayal of unity in history when so many people were omittedfrom consideration. They questioned the habit of understanding poli‐tics through the study of political elites when grassroots movementslike the civil rights movement, the feminist movement, and the antiwarprotest of their time were proving the contrary.Transatlantic influences also inspired the new social history. A re ‐
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newed interest in Marxism was part of this inspiration as was the workof some distinguished British and French contemporary historians.Among the British were several scholars who had been attracted toMarxism (e. g., Christopher Hill, Eric Hobsbawn, and E. P. Thompson),whose reputation among American intellectuals was great.The influence of the Annales school of historians in France mayhave been even greater.52 According to Fernand Braudel, whose effortsto spread the influence of the school far beyond France cannot be over‐stated, Annales historians rejected specialized history and sought a“science of history” that would keep the entire social spectrum and alllevels of consciousness within its domain.”53 No wonder its influencewas inspiring. Furthermore, in the hands of a Braudel, with his interestin geography, demography, and economics, the new history could evenbe an expansive exploration of entire societies, empires, and civiliza‐tions. It was exciting. However, he had few imitators among Americanhistorians.The new social history again illustrates the risks involved in effortsto define historical schools or labels. In some respects, however, refer‐ences to it as “history from below” and as “populist history” are helpful,because they make the distinction between this history and “historyfrom above” or “elitist” history. Whereas orthodox history stressed po ‐litical, diplomatic, and military studies, focused on events, and was nar‐rative in style, the “new” history moved away from the political to em ‐brace every field of human activity and contended that reality was asocial and cultural phenomenon. Instead of great ideas, it explored col‐lective mentalities, and in terms of style tended toward the analyticalrather than the narrative.54The new social historians studied topics usually absent in main‐stream historical writing — topics such as: illiteracy, ethnicity, gender,criminality, sexuality, overlooked protest movements, and the family.They insisted that the historical experience of women be taken serious‐
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ly, that previously overlooked people who were “disinherited fromAmerican heritage” be accorded their due place in history, that ethnicgroups be recognized in the American past, and that the lives of ordi‐nary people be brought into the fabric of history.55 Historians writingblack history and the history of women, fields that were rapidly chang‐ing at the time, were drawn to the openness as well as to the current so ‐cial science techniques of the new social history.56 “Without the grow‐ing sophistication of contemporary social history,” one of the new wo ‐men historians explained, “the history of the New Women’s Historycould not be written.”57The achievement of the new social history in its heyday was con‐siderable. It helped to democratize history, to explore hitherto over‐looked private sectors of the past, to explore social conflicts, and more.Some of our foremost contemporary historians (e. g., David HackettFischer and Eugene Genovese) produced major works writing in thisgenre. Yet, while it still retains a position in historiography and has itsde votees, uncertainty can be detected in its ranks and its sometimesim plied or even expressed intent to replace orthodox history has givenway to a search for more ways to interact with the mainstream of his‐tory.58 There are several explanations for its present status.First of all, at the peak of the field’s popularity in the 1970s, someof its practitioners made excessive claims about its potential and dis‐played irritating, short‐sighted arrogance in the manner in which theyad vanced their cause. Social history was superior history, the only real‐ly meaningful history, the only one that dealt with “deeper realities”and could, therefore, be comprehensive. Older history was devalued as“archaic,” “narrative” (implying a lack of analysis), or “failed sociology,”or as “traditional.”59 The last term is a curious code word to use in a dis‐paraging way in reference to historians! Such charges appeared ill fit‐ted to reality since they were made at a time when Hitler’s Germanyand Stalin’s Soviet Union were fresh in memory and when China was
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reeling under the direction of Chairman Mao. It could be argued thatWorld War II, an historical‐military event, shaped attitudes alive in theCold War. Moreover, despite the enthusiasm associated with the newsocial history, political history persisted — even in France, the home ofthe Annates school. That school, in fact, has experienced fragmentationand introspective doubts.60 The same can be said of the “new” historyin this country.As numerous historians have commented, fragmentation became abasic problem for the new social history. Given the proliferation of itssubfields and their bent toward over‐specialized focus, their use of nar‐row quantification analysis, their propensity for theorizing, and theiruse of problem‐solving techniques of the social sciences, fragmentationwas unavoidable. “Most of the new social historians,” Alice Kess ler‐Harris observes, “have chosen to elaborate the microcosm [of particu‐lar aspects of history] in the hope that their own tiny contribution tothe jigsaw puzzle will ultimately help to construct a new interpretationof our past.”61 A fine hope, but it has not been realized except in partic‐ular cases. There were too many pieces with edges that did not match,and some pieces were not entirely part of the puzzle.It can also be argued that, while women’s history expanded socialhistory, many new social historians have ignored questions germane towomen’s history.62 Unlike numerous other subfields of social history,women’s history intersects with general history at so many points thatit might well qualify as a field of its own rather than as a subfield ofsocial history. But, compared to the abundance of quantitative sourcesavailable for the related subfield of family history, those available forthe study of women’s history are limited. Practitioners of wo men’s his‐tory, therefore, turned to and found literary evidence to in form theirresearch.63 In many respects, the same can be said of black history. Arich array of traditional historical sources beyond statistics exist for it.Should subfields such as these really be subfields or, contrary to the
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centrifugal drift of some of the other categories of social history, dothey have a natural connection with the historical mainstream in termsof both content and methodology?Equally troublesome for social history was its deliberate disassoci‐ation with the political content characteristic of orthodox historiogra‐phy. Thus it tended toward a particularism that resisted assimilationwith larger historical patterns, not only with their universalist normthat, notwithstanding its shortcomings, had shaped American historybut also with their encompassing interpretations of political persua‐sion, polity, and power. In the spirited language of Eugene Genoveseand Elizabeth Fox‐Genovese, writing already in 1976, “as admirable asmuch of the recent social history has been and as valuable as much ofthe description of the life of the lower classes may eventually prove, thesubject as a whole is steadily sinking into a neoantiquarian swamp....”64Writing from a Marxist perception, they were lamenting the lack ofclass confrontation in current social history, but their comment ad ‐dresses a central problem of the rubric.It can be acknowledged that in their sometimes over emotional re ‐action to the new history that its public critics made some viable argu‐ments. They protested that the new history neglected important, espe‐cially political, aspects of the American past. Where was the nationalnar rative? Was proper attention given to “the individual” or to the pro‐gressive force (or hope) that previously had been a part of our histo‐ry?65 The new social history had, in fact, placed the “group” over theindividual and did not manifest much of the old progressive spirit. Bystressing “history from the bottom up” it appeared to overlook thesalient fact, that much of history, as in much of life in its social‐politicalsetting, is influenced from the top down. As Leon Trotsky once said,“While you may not be interested in the State, the State is interested inyou.”66The fragmentation and inwardness found in the new social history
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are clues that take us to the edge of the third source of debate amongcontemporary historians — that associated with the ill‐defined term,“postmodernism.” As various historians point out, postmodernism is “anotoriously slippery label.”67 Indeed it is. Is it synonymous with struc‐turalism, with post‐structuralism, or with deconstruction? Is it thesame as “the new historicism” or “the new cultural history?” Some au ‐thorities on postmodernism claim it defies precise definition. It appearsat least as a case of what Winston Churchill once referred to as “termi‐nological inexactitude.”68Nevertheless, postmodernism represents a critique of the historio‐graphical tradition, one that has occasioned emphatic responses fromhistorians. The roots of this critique reach back at least to the 19th cen‐tury philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche and have grown amid those 20thcentury forces manifesting cultural disillusionment alluded to earlier.69Once again the influence of transatlantic thought was of major conse‐quence, most notably that of Michel Foucault and Jacques Derrida.Their reputation in this country spread after the Vietnam War, with thewaning of the Cold War, and with the rise of the multicultural question‐ing of the norms of national identity, which at times became associatedwith political action.70Notwithstanding the complexity of their theories, certain elementsin them are striking. Foucault saw discontinuity rather than continuityin history, rejected the idea that knowledge grew through time, and tar‐geted submerged communities and marginalized groups rather thanlarger ones like the state to study. He was concerned with the hetero‐geneity of life and with the techniques of power that he detected in it.Contrary to the humanist idea of the individual as a rational being, heclaimed that the mind was not free, that it was controlled by the struc‐ture of language. Regarding Derrida, he advanced a “deconstructionist”approach to language in which a “text” has endless meanings, none ofwhich explains what the author meant.71 As a form of literary criticism,
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deconstruction overturned the traditional value attached to literature,but its influence extended to other studies as well. In history it repre‐sented a “linguistic turn” that was hardly what the orthodox championsof historical narrative expected.
Postmodernism

Postmodernist theories strike at the core of history. Its extreme cultur‐al relativism negates history’s pursuit of objective truth, the validity ofhistorical evidence, and the idea of discovering reality beyond dis‐course. They deny that the historical narrative describes an actualpast.72 Hayden White, an advocate of these theories, claims that histor‐ical narratives are as much “invented as found,” that they are “verbalfic tions.”73 Although much is left unsaid in this brief introduction ofpostmodernism as it relates to history, and while it is only fair to men‐tion that postmodernists are not all of one mind, the challenge themovement poses for history is unmistakable. With its extreme refer‐ences to the presentist meaning of texts and with its dismissal of histor‐ical truth, as well as historical causation, context, and continuity, it ap ‐pears to be incompatible with the historiographical tradition.74While some social and some feminist historians have found post‐modernist theories congenial to their inquiries, the bulk of practicinghistorians reject them, indeed, with greater vigor than they used in ref‐erences to other departures from orthodoxy. Joyce Appleby, G. R. Elton,and Lawrence Stone are among the better known historians whose crit‐icism could be cited.75 One example, offered by the preeminent EricHobsbawn, will have to suffice. He argues that historians are duty‐bound to oppose “the rise of ‘postmodernist’ intellectual fashions ...which imply that all ‘facts’ claiming objective existence are simply intel‐lectual constructions — in short, that there is no clear difference be ‐tween fact and fiction.... There is ... for instance, even for the most mili‐
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tantly anti‐positivist ones among us, the ability to distinguish betweenthe two. … We cannot invent our facts. Either Elvis Presley is dead or heisn’t.”76That the postmodernist thrust challenges the historiographical tra‐dition at its core, is hard to deny. Unlike other challenges covered inthese comments, if its extreme claims are taken seriously, they wouldrepudiate history as it is known.77 With some exception, its influence,which was never widespread among most practicing historians, ap ‐pears to be waning.78 This does not mean that the historiographical tra‐dition can expect to proceed unfettered in the future. As we have seen,at every turn in the unfolding of the tradition, problems appeared, andno doubt that will continue to be the case.Since the 1950s, there has been the problem of “sprawl” of content.Until the 1960s, there was a coherence or a unity (sometimes referredto as grand narrative) in American history. That has passed and histo‐rians are at present discussing the impact this has on the perceived sig‐nificance of history.79 The recent popularity of “microhistory” onlyworsens the problem. Regardless, the search for some type of new larg‐er framework proceeds. It is worth noting that throughout the centurythe narrative element never disappeared from the historiographicaltradition; in fact, it remained quite alive and retains the potential forbroadening. How far, no one can say at this time..   .   .As it stands, however, the historiographical tradition reveals a greatdeal about historians and the study of history. Historians, for instance,do reflect what Carl Becker labeled “the climate of opinion” of theirtime in their writing. They have demonstrated a willingness to experi‐ment with new methodologies and principles in their work, and thesubstance of history has benefited from that experimentation. Withtheir emphasis on the scientific pursuit of history, however qualifiedthat term needs to be, the late 19th century historians made history a
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major subject in American education, saved it from romantic flightsfrom reality, and provided incentive for historians to exploit the greatexpansion of the sources, particularly the archival sources, of knowl‐edge of their time.The progressive historians broadened the inquiry and restoredspirit and vision to it. Consensus historians distanced history from thecrusading impulses of the 1930s and sought to address the needs of ageneration seeking, in the words of J. Rogers Hollingsworth, to under‐stand “the uniqueness and essence” of America.80 For all of their radi‐calism, New Left historians redirected historical inquiry to the quitereal conflict in the American past that consensus historians had deem‐phasized. New social historians and historians working in the fields ofblack history and women’s history have corrected many older ideasabout race, gender, age, and much more. As a result of their efforts, weare considerably more aware of cultural diversity in our past. Even inthe case of postmodernist historians, it can be argued that they willsharpen the practices of verification and credibility in historical criti‐cism and will lead historians toward a deeper examination of theirrhetoric and their interaction with their subject. Consequently, it is ap ‐parent that in their practice of history, 20th century historians haveenriched the historiographical tradition.They also shaped that tradition by their resistance to variousapproaches to history. For instance, they have treated applying theoryto history with caution. I find it interesting that Herbert Butterfield,whose The Whig Interpretation of History has influenced historians tothis day, liked to compare his preferred historical methodology to themethods that Sherlock Holmes employed.81 How often we discoverHolmes telling the good Dr. Watson, “It is a capital mistake to theorizebefore you have all the evidence. It biases the judgment.”82 More thanto theory, however, historians have been adverse to reductionism anddeterminism, notwithstanding the presence of some notable Marxists
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in their ranks. They have also been cautious in their association withthe social sciences. Although some historians prefer that label, most donot. History’s relationship with the social sciences, in the main, hasbeen of an almost‐but‐not‐quite type and can be described best as sym‐biotic. It appears, moreover, to proceed through time in a cyclical fash‐ion. At its core, the historiographical tradition is a moderate and openone that resists extreme positions in terms of either content or method‐ology. If the goal of complete objectivity that historians once pursuednow seems unreachable, that of plausibility does not. Belief in it, in fact,leads historians to reject the idea that texts have no relation to realityin favor of the idea that through a critical examination of source mate‐rials, historical reality can be reconstructed. It is moderate, too, in themanner in which it establishes causal relationships, in the inferences itdraws from evidence, and in the restraints it places on presentist per‐suasions. Its broadening of content shows it is far from being iconoclas‐tic while the appeal it has to a great variety of scholars illustrates itsopenness. At universities today, scholars practicing history can befound in various academic departments. Furthermore, it is only neces‐sary to recall Barbara Tuchman’s many excellent books to know that in ‐dependent historians continue to produce outstanding works. That factnot only attests to the great appeal of history as an exploration of thehuman past but also to the viability of the narrative component of thehistoriographical tradition.Finally, it can be seen that the historiographical tradition is capableof engaging us in a personal way. What is there in the practice and prin‐ciples of history that fascinate you the most? Perhaps it is the sense ofdiscovery; perhaps, the satisfaction of carefully exploring a humanproblem. Perhaps it is, as John Hope Franklin believes, knowing thathistory pursued honestly can provide people the basis for makingsound judgments.83 Perhaps its fascination is due to Gerda Lerner’s
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simple observation, “history matters” in “life and thought.”84 The ques‐tion is worth our best attention, and it is one that elicits an individualresponse.In my own case, the narrative element in history has particularappeal. Veronica Wedgwood once reflected that the style of narration is“an index to the mind.”85 Quite right. In expressing history, we giveform and structure to our particular subjects. The art of narration testsour capacity to be honest in dealing with the men and women whoenter our stories, and it forces us, as much as possible, to discern thedifference between objectivity and subjectivity, between opinion andbias. In constructing narrative, we know that history must argue fromevidence, but we know, too, that such evidence must be, to our bestknowledge, truthful. Composing an historical narrative vitalizes self‐awareness; it leads us to look into and beyond ourselves. It forces con‐siderations of the full range of conditions that shaped past life. In short,creating historical narrative encourages the search for truth — pastand present.NOTES
1 The idea of a dead past was popularized by the British historian J. L. Plumb,who actually wrote about the past as it was conceived for centuries before ourtime. See his The Death of the Past (1969; reprint, Harmondsworth, Eng: Mac ‐millan & Co., Penguin Books) 1969. Also, in 1989 Francis Fukuyama’s articleannouncing history’s end received widespread attention. With the end of theCold War, he argued, “we may be witnessing ... the end of history as such: thatis, the end point of mankind’s ideological evolution and the universalization ofWestern liberal democracy as the final form of human government.” Whatwould replace it? He found it plausible to reason “that there is some largerprocess at work, a process that gives coherence and order to the daily head‐lines, “The End of History?” First published in National Interest 9 (Summer1989): 3‐18. Fukuyama’s thesis, through which runs a suggestive if democra‐tized Hegelian dialectical reasoning, appears to be disproven by events in the1990s. See also Georg G. Iggers, “The ‘Linguistic Turn’: The End of History as aScholarly Discipline,” in Historiography in the Twentieth Century: From Scien tific

Objectivity to the Postmodern Challenge (Hanover, N. H.: Wesleyan Uni versityPress, 1993), 118‐33.
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2 Gary B. Nash, Charlotte Crabtree, and Ross E. Dunn, History on Trial: Culture
Wars and the Teaching of the Past (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1997), 188‐258.3 Gerda Lerner, Why History Matters: Life and Thought (New York: OxfordUniversity Press, 1997), 199.4 Historiography can also mean the writing of history, topical interpretationin history, philosophical approaches to history, or the whole body of historicalliterature.5 Bert James Lowenberg, American History in American Thought: Christopher
Columbus to Henry Adams (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1972), 11.6 Herodotus, The Persian Wars, The Modern Library (1942), 3. Although it issometimes claimed that the origins of history should be located either with theancient Hebrews or perhaps with the even more ancient Sumerians, I believe itshould be placed with the Greeks. The modern historical tradition includes crit‐ical thought not just thought about the past. Hebrew history (i. e., the Old Tes ‐tament) contains too much uncriticized content, too many things like the cre‐ation story for which no evidence is provided, and repeatedly refers to God orGod’s will as explanation for cause or motivation. This is not to say that verifi‐able data cannot be found in the Old Testament or that it failed to offer visionthat many future historians would adopt. The point is discussed in Peter Gayand Gerald J. Cavanaugh, eds., Historians at Work, 4 vols. (New York: Harper &Row Publishers, 1972‐75), 1: XV. As for the Sumerians, they wrote no history aswe think of it in its modern form, but they did begin the gathering of historicalmaterials and the production of records to be kept — mainly for religious orpolitical purposes. (Samuel Noah Kramer, The Sumerians: Their History, Culture
and Character [Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1963], 33‐39).7 David Hume, The History of England, vol. 1 (1754; reprint, Philadelphia:Porter & Coates, 1976), 25‐6.8 The Autobiography of Edward Gibbon, ed. Dero A. Saunders (1794; reprint,New York: Meridian Books, 1967), 27.9 Peter Gay and Victor G. Wexler, eds., Historians at Work, 4 vols. (New York:Harper & Row, 1972), 2: 353.10 In the course of this essay, the influence of European historians on Amer ‐ican scholars will be apparent. This influence was never more obvious than inthe nineteenth century when German philosophers and historians (e. g., JohannG. Fichte, Arnold Heeren, G. W. F. Hegel, Johann G. Herder, and Immanuel Kant)affected American romantic and national historians such as John L. Motley,Francis Parkman and especially George Bancroft. Later in the century, Leopoldvon Ranke’s influence on historical scholarship in this country would becomelegend. Meanwhile, English historians such as Thomas Babington Macaulay,Thomas Carlyle, Henry Thomas Buckle, and J. R. Green and French historianssuch as Jules Michelet and Alex de Tocqueville exerted a transatlantic influence.Though a nineteenth century figure, Karl Marx’s influence was mainly of conse‐quence after the turn of the century. He did, however, have an impact on a few
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nineteenth century American historians such as Henry Adams.11 Herbert Baxter Adams was the real founder or the American HistoricalAssociation and was its secretary for its first 16 years. As director of historicalstudies at Johns Hopkins, his Seminary in Historical and Political Science intro‐duced German seminary practices of fact‐finding in original sources and rigor‐ous textual analysis. One of his assistants was John Franklin Jameson, whowould become an outstanding early “professional” historian, and among hisearly students were Woodrow Wilson and Albert Shaw, the future editor of the
American Review of Reviews from 1891 to 1937. The term “amateurs” refers tothe well‐educated but nonprofessional historians who wrote in the early andmid nineteenth century and who worked at some other professions or liveli‐hood (e. g., as clergymen, lawyers, physicians, journalists). The term “profes‐sional historians” is not entirely satisfactory since it implies that those histori‐ans who were not in their academic ranks were a lesser breed of historians. Itis, however, a commonly used designation for this group. Also, I have chosennot to use the term “historicism” in reference to this group. Although it is some‐times used to identify them, it has acquired too many meanings and has lostwhatever precision it may have had.12 John Fiske, Essays Historical and Literary, 2 vols. (1902; reprint, New York:Macmillan Company, 1925), 2: 6 and 16.13 Consider, for instance, Albert Bushnell Hart’s American Nation Series, pub‐lished in 26 individually authored volumes between 1904 and 1906. The vol‐umes were divided into five groups: Group I, “Foundations of the Nation;”Group II, “Transformation Into a Nation;” Group III, “Development of the Na ‐tion;” Group IV, “Trial of Nationality;” and Group V, “National Expansion.” In thefirst volume this definition of history appears. “The purpose of the historian isto tell what has been done and, quite as much, what has been purposed bythinking, working, and producing people who make public opinion.... This is notintended to be simply a political or constitutional history: it must include theirsocial life, and their schools. It must include their economic life, occupations,labor systems, and organizations of capital....” True history, Hart continued,must include “dramatic episodes” that “inspired the imagination of contempo‐raries, and stir the blood of their descendants.” And, regarding the “condensed”citations, they represented a “constant reference to authorities, a salutarycheck on the writer; and a safeguard to the reader.” The Scientific school waspushing out its borders: Albert Bushnell Hart, ed., Edward Potts Cheyney,
European Background of American History: 1300-1600 (New York: Harper &Brothers Publishers, 1904), XVII‐XVIII.14 Frank J. Goodnow, “The Work of the American Political ScienceAssociation,” Proceedings of the American Political Science Association 1 (1905):37. See also, Albert Shaw, “Presidential Address,” American Political Science
Review 1 (Feb. 1907): 184.15 John Higham, Leonard Krieger, and Felix Gilbert, History (Englewood Cliffs,
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N. J: 1965), 1 10‐113.16 “James Harvey Robinson, The New History (1912; reprint, New York: TheFree Press, 1965), XV.17 Quoted in Dorothy Ross, “On the Misunderstanding of Ranke and theOrigins of the Historical Profession in America,” Syracuse Scholar 9 (1988): 38.18 Higham, Krieger, and Gilbert, History, 111 and 116.19 “Carl Becker, “Everyman his own Historian,” American Historical Review 37(Jan. 1932): 221‐36.20 Quoted in Henry Steele Commager, The American Mind: An Interpretation
of American Thought and Character Since the 1880s (New Haven: Yale Uni ‐versity Press, 1950), 308.21 Richard Hofstadter, The Progressive Historians: Turner, Beard, Parrington(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1968), XII.22 Exemplifying the rich variety in historical writing in these years was thework of Howard K. Beale (political history), Thomas A Bailey (diplomatic histo‐ry), Charles Beard (economic history), Perry Miller and Vernon Louis Par ‐rington (intellectual history), John R. Commons (labor history), W. E. B. Duboisand Carter Woodson (black history), Mary Beard (women’s history), and LucySalmon and Willard Bleyer (journalism history).23 Quoted in Harvey Wish, The American Historian: A Social-Intellectual
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Historical Review 44 (Oct. 1938): 1‐19.32 William H. Chafe, “America Since 1945,” in The New American History, ed.Eric Foner (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1990), 144‐46.33 Hannah Arendt, “Understanding and Politics,” Partisan Review 20 (July‐
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Aug. 1953): 388 and 380‐94. Considering the rich historical accounts about thebackground and rise of Nazism published since she made this statement, itappears she was mistaken.34 See, for example, C, Vann Woodward, “The Age of Reinterpretation,” Amer -
ican Historical Review 66 (Oct. 1960): 1‐2; and H. Stuart Hughes, “The His torianand the Social Scientist,” in Generalizations in Historical Writing, eds. AlexanderV. Riasanovsky and Barnes Riznik (Philadelphia: University of Penn sylvaniaPress, 1963), 20‐21.35 See, for example, representative historiographic studies such as Gott ‐schalk, Understanding History, 33‐37, Allan Nevins, The Gateway to History, rev.ed. (Garden City, N. Y: Doubleday & Company, Anchor Books, 1962), 332‐35;and Page Smith, The Historian and History (1960; reprint, New York: RandomHouse, Vintage Books, 1966), 136‐37.36 Richard Hofstadter, “History and Social Science,” in The Varieties of
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History (Washington: The Library of Congress, 1967), 15‐19, and 29; GabrielJackson, Historian’s Quest (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1969), 25; and Louis O.Mink, “Narrative Form as a Cognitive Instrument,” in The Writing of History:
Literary Form and Historical Understanding, eds. Robert H. Canary and HenryKozicki (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1978), 129‐49.38 Carl Bridenbaugh, “The Great Mutation,” American Historical Review 68(Jan. 1963), 326. Bridenbaugh was criticized for the anti‐Jewish implications ofsome of his other comments in this address. See, Peter Novick, That Noble
Dream: The ‘Objectivity’ Question and the American Historical Profession (1988;reprint, New York: Cambridge University Press, 1989), 339.For a critique ofquantification see, Eugene Genovese and Elizabeth Fox‐Genovese, “The PoliticalCrisis of Social History: A Marxian Perspective,” Journal of Social History 10(Winter 1976): 210‐11. In this article the authors speak of the “disastrouslyshort‐lived cliometric revolution.” Indeed, by 1976, the rush to quantificationhad passed its peak.39 See, for example, Handlin, Truth in History, 223‐26; Paul K. Conkin andRoland N. Stromberg, The Heritage and Challenge of History (New York: Dodd,Mead & Company, 1971), 111‐12; Hughes, “The Historian and the SocialScientist,” 42; and Jerome M. Clubb and Howard Allen, “Computers and His ‐torical Statics” Journal of American History 54 (Dec. 1967): 599‐607.40 Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., “The Humanist Looks at Empirical Social Re search,”
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ment,” in which he attempted a psychoanalytical study of Martin Luther, whomhe considered a “highly neurotic personality.” Jacques Barzun, Clio and the
Doctors: Psycho-History, Quanto-History and History (Chicago: University ofChicago Press, 1974), 7.43 Higham, Krieger, and Gilbert, History, 228‐32.44 Erik H. Erikson, Young Man Luther: A Study in Psychoanalysis and History(New York: W W. Norton, 1958), and Sigmund Freud and William Bullitt,
Thomas Woodrow Wilson: Twenty-Eighth President of the United States, A Psy -
chological Study (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1967). Both books are seriouslyflawed, and both received abundant response from historians. See, for example,Roland Bainton, “Psychiatry and History: An Examination of Erikson’s Young
Man Luther,” in Psychohistory and Religion: The Case of “Young Man Luther” ed.Roger A. Johnson (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1977), 19‐56; and BarbaraTuchman, “Can History Use Freud? The Case of Woodrow Wilson,” Atlantic
Monthly, February 1967, pp. 39‐44.45 Barzun, Clio and the Doctor. 72‐73.46 Edward O. Wilson, Consilience: The Unity of Knowledge (New York: AlfredA. Knopf, 1998), 254‐297.47 Philp Rieff, “Psychoanalysis,” in American History and the Social Sciences,ed. Edward N. Saveth (New York: The Free Press of Glencoe, 1964), 112 and118‐19.48 Higham, Krieger, and Gilbert, History, 139. See also, Edward N. Saveth,“The Conceptualization of American History,” in American History and the
Social Sciences, 3‐24; Thomas C. Cochran, “The Social Sciences and the Problemof Historical Synthesis,” in Pendleton Herring, ed., The Social Sciences in
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of the journal Les Annales: Economics, societe’s, civilisations. Marc Block andLucien Febvre founded the journal with a slightly different title in 1929. Theeditors dropped the reference to economics in the title in the 1950s andfocused exclusively on the social element. The Annales approach rejected thecentrality of politics in history as it did narrative history and progress in histo‐ry. These historians were interested in structuralism and drew from KarlMarx’s study of economic forces in history and from Emile Durkheim’s work oncollective behavior. Fernand Braudel, the editor of the journal from 1956‐1972,claimed the real founder of the school was Henri Barr, a French intellectualwhose work can be traced back to 1890. See, Fernand Braudel, “PersonalTestimony,” Journal of Modern History 44 (June 1972): 454‐5.53 Ibid., 462, and Fernand Braudel, The Mediterranean and the Mediterranean
World in the Age of Philip II, 2 vols., 3d ed., trans. Siin Reynolds (1946; reprint,New York: Harper &C Row, 1972). In his monumental study, Braudel coversgeography, economics, empires, societies, war, and events, politics and people— in that order. It is interesting to note, that in Part Three, when he turns todiscussing events, politics and people, he opens with this observation: “It [thissection] has strong affinities with frankly traditional historiography Leopoldvon Ranke, if he were alive today, would find much that was familiar, both insubject matter and treatment, in the following pages.” (Vol. 2: 901).54 Himmelfarb, New History and the Old, 14.55 Joyce Appleby, Lynn Hunt, and Margaret Jacob, Telling the Truth about
History (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 1994), 154‐55.56 John Hope Franklin, “The New Negro History,” Journal of Negro History 42(April 1957): 89, and Carroll Smith‐Rosenberg, “The New Woman and the NewHistory,” Feminist Studies 3 (Fall 1975): 185.57 Ibid., 188.58 Alice Kessler‐Harris, “Social History,” in Foner, The New American History,178‐9. John Higham observes, “The new social history produced a mighty out‐pouring of social description and analysis; but the gain in concreteness did notyield a greater coherence. An enormous fragmentation ensued.... Each networkdeveloped its own scholarly journal, its own energizing question, its own agen‐da.... Often these groups were entirely out of touch with one another; conceptsthat interested one set of scholars were rarely articulated with the problemsthat interested other sets.... Somehow social historians would have to find asubject ... large enough to embrace ... the confusing multiplicity of groups andidentities standing before us....” Higham, “From Process to Structure:Formulations of American Immigration History,” in American Immigrants and
Their Generations: Studies and Commentaries on the Hansen Thesis after Fifty
Years, eds. Peter Kivisto and Dag Blanck (Urbana: University of Illinois Press,1990), 13. Peter Burke was even more explicit. “... There are some encouragingsigns of rapprochement, if not of synthesis.... It is now possible to observe a ...search for the centre.... Most important of all, perhaps, the long‐standing oppo‐sition between political and non‐political historians is finally dissolving.”
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EDITOR’S NOTE: This historiographical essay is the
first in a two-part series. We will publish the second
part in the September issue of this journal.

Scholarly interest in the military history of theAmer ican Civil War began even before that warended. The same is not true for the social history ofthe war. Histories of the home front, politics, andsocial institutions such as journalism did not reallycome to scholarly attention until the 20th centuryand, in the case of journalism, not until World War II opened new ques‐tions about censorship and the role of the press in wartime.Those early studies opened topics that were mainstays in studies ofwar and the press — censorship; reporting under harsh conditions; andbiographies of editors, reporters, and their newspapers. However,those early studies suffered from having been done when the De vel op ‐mental school of thought was at its ascendancy. This school of thoughtis simplistic; it seeks to trace the history of the development of journal‐ism according to pre‐conceived norms that exclude rather than include.Scholarship done from the Developmental perspective would find littleof value among niche and small‐audience media, media that emphasize
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content other than straight news, or media that espouse a particularpolitical or other perspective.1While Southern journalism had adopted some of the prevailingpractices and standards — reporters had appeared in the offices of thelarger newspapers, editors cherished and defended editorial freedomdespite their political entanglements, and steam presses were thenorm, even for many weekly papers — it was targeted to small, eliteaudiences; it emphasized political commentary; and it was overwhelm‐ingly Democratic and pro‐slavery. The Southern press of the Civil Warera cannot be dismissed as lacking in all value, however. It was a prod‐uct of a particular place at a particular time, both of which were dra‐matically influenced by their intertwining with a labor system based onslavery. At the very least, it is worth studying the press of such a timeand place to understand how journalism functions and contributes tothe creation and maintenance of a slave society. Equally important, theonly time in modern America when the press has experienced war onits home turf was in the South during the Civil War. That is what shouldmake the Southern press of the Civil War era particularly interesting toscholars.However, many have rejected its value out of hand because it wasso different from the norm — the metropolitan press of places like NewYork City, Philadelphia, and Boston. The result is that much of the earlyscholarship on the press of Civil War‐era looks backward from contem‐porary standards and practices and finds Southern journalism andjournalists lacking. This article has put those works aside to focus on20th century works that opened serious lines of inquiry into studies ofthe Southern press of the Civil War era.2 This scholarship focused onfour broad themes: 1) censorship and regulation, 2) professional rolesand practices, 3) social and political effects (particularly effects on Con ‐federate civilian morale), and 4) individual newspaper histories andbiographies of individual journalists. 
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Most 20th century scholarship was in the form of articles. Pub ‐lication venues ranged from the unlikely Journal of the American In -
stitute for Conservation to the more standard Journalism and Mass Com -
munication Quarterly (and its previous incarnation, Journalism Quar -
terly), Journalism Monographs, Journalism History, Journal of Southern
History, American Journalism, and Civil War History. Only a handful ofserious book‐length studies were published in this period, the most im ‐portant of which was J. Cutler Andrews’ The South Reports the Civil War. 

Censorship

The biggest take‐away from the work on censorship during the CivilWar is that scholars could not agree on the extent to which Southernnewspapers were censored. Some argued that censorship was tight inthe beginning of the war but gradually loosened. Others argued thatthere was little censorship at the beginning of the war but that changedas Southern armies floundered. Still others argued, correctly, that theSouthern press endured virtually no direct censorship by the Con ‐federate government.3 Robert N. Mathis and Patricia Towery contrib ‐uted two of the more interesting perspectives on this argument. Mathisdiscerned correctly and definitively that Jefferson Davis was the reasonso little official censorship occurred in the Confederacy. Davis did notbelieve in government interference with the press, and neither he, hiscabinet, nor the Confederate Congress ever sanctioned any form of cen‐sorship legislation. Towery’s 1975 study of censorship in South Caro ‐lina found that any hint of infringements on press freedom “broughtquick reprisals from journalists in the form of editorials, pleas for pub‐lic support and warnings of a possible military bureaucracy within theConfederacy.”4Hodding Carter and L. Edward Carter also waded into this debate.Hodding Carter, a Mississippi newspaperman rather than a scholar, be ‐
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lieved the Confederate press made important contributions that ex ‐panded the meaning of press freedom in America, but that in doing sohastened the Confederacy’s downfall by their vicious criticism ofSouthern leaders. Journalists’ insistence on their right to criticizehelped strengthen press freedoms in America generally.5 L. EdwardCar ter disagreed. He argued that the Southern press did have freedomof a sort, but not complete freedom since it was not allowed to criticizeslavery.6 He was presuming, of course, that Southern editors wanted tocriticize slavery. While there was not much government censorship in the South,scholars have found that many journalists engaged in self‐censorship.America’s entry into World War II spurred Quintus C. Wilson, a mas‐ter’s student at the University of Minnesota in the 1940s and news edi‐tor at the St. Paul Pioneer Press, to look at the history of censorship.7Wilson’s first article set out to examine self‐censorship by both Unionand Confederate editors, but his focus was on Union newspapers. Wil ‐son argued that the Civil War was the first time in American historythat press censorship was much of an issue because it was the first timenews moved swiftly enough, and from close enough proximity, to influ‐ence military affairs. Writing more than 50 years later, Richard Kielbowicz secondedWilson’s contention that Civil War censorship was both necessary andfeasible — necessary because of the speed with which the telegraph al ‐lowed news to move and feasible because the Confederate governmentcould, and did, take control of the wires.8 Kielbowicz’s study ex plained
why censorship occurred in the Civil War; Wilson’s explained how itoccurred.Others who wrote about censorship in the South focused on self‐censorship rather than government censorship, and they found Con ‐federates were far more willing to withhold stories for the good of thewar effort.9 This was certainly true of some journalists; however, other
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newspapers such as the Charleston Mercury, the Raleigh Stan dard, orthe Augusta Chronicle (after 1862) felt no such compunction. In fact, theRaleigh paper proclaimed loudly and often that a newspaper’s respon‐sibility was to keep the public informed about what the governmentwas up to, and the Mercury and its ilk were only slightly less insistentabout their freedom to publish.10Wilson’s master’s thesis also dealt with Civil War‐era censorship.11He argued that censorship in the South went back to the 1830s whenPostmaster General Amos Kendall allowed abolitionist materials to bebanned from Southern mails and when several Southern states put aprice on William Lloyd Garrison’s head. Garrison was editor of the abo‐litionist newspaper, The Liberator. Wilson wrongly concluded that theSouthern people were uninformed about the issues leading up to theCivil War because they had been deprived of abolitionist literature. Notonly were abolitionist newspapers published in the early antebellumSouth, Southern editors often republished and commented derisivelyon pro‐abolition articles from Northern papers. Further, Harriet Beech ‐er Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin circulated widely in the South — and wasthoroughly denounced from pulpits, in print, and in conversation.Writing for the Southern Quarterly Review, South Carolinian Louisa Mc ‐Cord dismissed Stowe’s novel as nothing more than drivel. She ob ‐served that the “literary taste of our day (i.e., the second‐rate literarytaste, the fashionable novel‐reading taste) demands excitement. Noth ‐ing can be spiced too high. Incident, incident and that of the vilest kind,crowds the pages of those novels which are now unfortunately all thevogue.... For such tastes, Mrs. Stowe has catered well.”12Wilson’s third work, a history of the Confederate Press Association,argued that censorship eased in the South in the second half of the warwhen this new press association hired John S. Thrasher as its superin‐tendent.13 Wilson documented Thrasher’s work to contact all Con fed ‐erate commanders and ask for their cooperation in getting war news
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from the battle field into newspapers. In return, he promised that hiscorrespondents would not reveal Confederate troop movements butwould report any information they gained regarding Union plans. Healso promised to send each day’s report to the generals who cooperat‐ed with him. Further, he imposed a strict ethical code on his correspon‐dents that required them to report only well‐verified, accurate informa‐tion.14In truth, the Jefferson Davis’ commitment to press freedom wasprobably the most important censorship prophylactic. With one excep‐tion, both the president and Congress stood up for press freedom everytime a military leader asked for government constraints on journal‐ists.15 Southern editors had never been cowed by either political au ‐thorities or social elites, and they no doubt took note of the mood ofCongress on the issue of censorship, particularly those involved withthe Confederate peace movement.16The one exception was particularly interesting. In a November1864 speech to Congress, Davis proposed two things. First, he pro‐posed that slaves be accepted into the army to remedy the South’s mil‐itary manpower shortage. Second, he recommended removing the ex ‐emptions to conscription that had been granted to certain professions,including journalists. Philip D. Dillard found that four southern news‐papers — the Macon Telegraph, Augusta Chronicle and Sentinel, Au gusta
Constitutionalist, and Christian Index — opposed arming slaves. Mostoth ers took the same position. The most interesting re sponse was fromthe Augusta Chronicle’s editor, Nathan Morse. Radically anti‐Davis, hesaid not a word on the slave issue. He focused all his vitriol on whatmost Southern journalists perceived as Davis’ proposal to conscripteditors. Morse believed Davis’ proposal was an attempt to silence oppo‐sition editors. Dillard’s article was significant because it showed thatthe Confederacy was more than just a war machine. It was a nationstruggling with political and social issues, including censorship.17
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Professional Roles and Practices

Studies of newspaper roles and practices varied in approach from ananalysis of how a particular newspaper covered a particular event orissue, such as the 1974 study of how one Atlanta newspaper coveredSherman’s March to the Sea, to more complex studies that link newspa‐per coverage to other events in Confederate society.18 J. Cutler An ‐drews wrote probably the best book to consider the professional rolesand practices of the Confederate press. Written at the behest of FrankLuther Mott, Andrews’ book blended an account of Southern war corre‐spondence with the story of the war itself. Andrews considered issuesand events that influenced the Southern press’ ability to report the war,including the shortages of printers, news print, and ink, and he conclud‐ed that because it had fewer material and monetary resources, theSouthern press provided less war coverage than the Northern press.However, qualitatively, Andrews found that the South’s best jour nalistscompared favorably with the North’s. He based his evaluation on crite‐ria such as reliability, readability, descriptive qualities of stories andthe reporter’s ability to grasp the larger significance of the events heobserved.19Andrew’s book works in tandem with Donald E. Reynold’s study ofSouthern newspapers during the secession crisis, and Carl Osthaus’work on Southern editorial opinion during the 19th century to offer along view of the Southern press during the mid‐19th century.20 Ost ‐haus and Reynolds showed that Southern newspapers were similar toNorthern newspapers up until the 1850s. However, in the 1850s, ac ‐cording to Osthaus, Northern newspapers began to outstrip Southernnewspapers in their development toward contemporary standards andpractices. Osthaus was both right and wrong. The Southern press con‐tinued to focus on politics, but it adopted many of the practices andstandards of the metropolitan press, including reporters and a growing
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focus on news.21Many writers who have addressed the standards and practices ofSouthern journalism have dealt with the hardships posed by the war.Rabun Lee Brantley and Cal M. Logue, Eugene F. Miller and Chris topherJ. Schroll examined the difficulties Georgia newspapers had in remain‐ing profitable, gathering and disseminating the news due to shortagesand soaring costs, and dealing with censorship. They found printer andpaper shortages were among the most serious problems.22Catherine Patricia Oliver produced essentially the same sort ofstudy about the press of South Carolina.23 In her truly excellent mas‐ter’s thesis, Oliver found, for example, that shortages of newsprintforced many South Carolina newspapers to print on half‐sized sheetsby 1864. The newsprint shortage was so acute that newspapers inother parts of the Confederacy, such as Vicksburg, Mississippi, wereforced to print on whatever they could find, including wallpaper, wrap‐ping paper, tissue paper, and blue ledger paper.24In addition to shortages and censorship, newspapers sufferedwhen essential government services failed. Mail disruptions, for exam‐ple, were a major problem. The Charleston Mercury became so disgrun‐tled by the South’s poor mail service that it did an investigation on thePost Office and found that there was a 2‐to‐1 chance a piece of mailwould go astray on the trains. The Mercury also argued that it shouldonly take 30 hours to move mail from Richmond to Charleston insteadof the more typical two‐and‐a‐half to four days.25Editors also had trouble with the telegraph companies that wentbeyond censorship, the biggest one being that the Confederacy did nothave enough telegraph operators to handle all the business. A largenumber of operators joined the Confederate army, and many who wereNorthern by birth returned home when the war began.26 One telegraphcompany did yeoman’s work, though, during Sherman’s March to theSea. The Augusta Southern Telegraph office kept its offices open day
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and night and even sent messages by courier when the lines were downor not working.27Money was an enduring problem. Newspaper publishing had neverbeen particularly lucrative even before the war. It became even lesslucrative during the war when demand for newspapers increased butwillingness to pay for them decreased. Advertisers also wiggled out ofpaying for their ads. The Charleston Mercury offers an example. By theend of the war, advertisers owed the paper $20,000. Subscribers owedit $17,000.28One of the most comprehensive works dealing with the standardsand practices of the political antebellum press was a doctoral disserta‐tion that never found its way into print.29 John Calhoun Ellen, Jr., a doc‐toral student at the University of South Carolina, examined the politicalpress of the Carolina Piedmont in the 1850s. He addressed not only thepolitics of the period but also the impact of developments in trans‐portation and printing technology, business matters, postal servicerates, and the waxing and waning of political parties in the 1850s. Therise and fall of political parties in the 1850s spurred the growth of Pied ‐mont newspapers, according to Ellen, and that brought many new jour‐nalists into the area. Regrettably, he added, the Civil War brought anend to journalistic expansion, not only because of declining finances,but also because so many of the young, energetic editors went away tothe war.30 However, they had had their effect. Newspapers in this peri‐od moved beyond political commentary to include news topics such aseconomics, society, religion, disasters, weather and crime. Further, pa ‐pers also began experimenting with departmentalizing news throughthe use of standing headlines such as “Agriculture,” “Medical Intelli ‐gence,” “Ladies,” “Humor,” or “Arrivals at Local Hotels.”31David J. Russo also found news outstripping commentary inSouthern papers. He focused on the growth of local news coverage andfound great numbers of news stories that dealt with social events, pol‐
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itics, agriculture, and spot news. Russo concluded that competitionfrom urban dailies led many country weeklies to pick up the local newsthey had previously eschewed.32L. Edward Carter claimed that while all aspects of newspaperschanged due to the Civil War, the greatest change was in how news wasdefined. He pointed to telegraphs and railways as largely responsiblefor the change in news standards because of the speed with which theycould move information. The downside was that fast‐moving informa‐tion could interfere with military operations. The war also changednews paper makeup through the use of larger and more prominentheadlines, according to Carter.33While many studies of the antebellum press have examined howpolitics and political involvement influenced journalistic standards andpractices of the day, few have examined the inverse question — howdid journalistic standards and practices influence the politics. OnlyDavid Porter addressed this important topic in an examination of thein fluence of editorial endorsements on the 1860 election.34 Porter ex ‐amined the endorsements of 118 Southern newspapers and the votingrecords for their communities. He found a strong correlation betweenthe endorsements and community voting patterns, which supports theclaims by editors that they led public opinion.One “fluke” of Confederate journalism was that not all Southernnewspapers were published within its borders. The Confederate gov‐ernment established an organ in London to assist in gaining Britishsupport. The Confederate Index was established in London on May 1,1862 by Alabama journalist Henry Hotze. Confederate Secretary ofState Robert M. T. Hunter sent Hotze to London as the South’s specialagent there, and one of his assignments was to establish a newspaper.Hotze ran the paper until August 1864 when he turned the day‐to‐dayediting chores over to John George Witt. Hotze wrote a letter to Wittthat explained exactly what was involved in running a newspaper.35
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Hortz placed his emphasis on news. He told Witt that news waswhat sold newspapers, and he defined news as whatever the readerswanted to know about.36 Hotze also argued that a newspaper shouldhave something it wants to accomplish. Further, he wrote that a papershould be cosmopolitan but have a country, tolerant but not indifferent,moderate but have strong convictions, instructive but not dull, enter‐taining but not frivolous. Hotze’s picture of the ideal paper was quitemodern. He described a newspaper with a world view but that is repre‐sentative of its community, that respects diversity but still is not blandor silly, that is willing to take a principled but reasoned position on theissues of the day, that offers useful information but still has passion.Hotze knew that such balanced and wise journalism was impossible,yet he argued that it was an objective to be worked toward.37
Social and Political Effects

Questions of effects are difficult to deal with retrospectively, but thathas not stopped historians from trying in a few instances. Many authorshave conjectured that the press must have had considerable influence,given that it was the sole news medium of the day. However, other au ‐thors have argued that Southern newspaper circulations were toosmall to have any great effect on the overwhelming mass of people.Several studies deal with this question, though only two did so directly.Other studies in this category examine the question of Southern moralethrough the prism of press/government relations and propaganda.Peter Langley addressed the question of effects the most directlyvia a quantitative study of how optimistic or pessimistic news was.38His did a content analysis of the Richmond Dispatch and the New York
Times that covered 22 months. He focused on how the newspapers cov‐ered the destruction of the Confederacy. He anticipated finding that asthe Richmond Dispatch grew more optimistic in its coverage, the New
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York Times would grow more pessimistic, and vice versa. Instead, hefound that during lulls in the fighting, when there was little news, the
Dispatch became more optimistic about the Confederacy’s chances ofwinning, but the Times became more neutral. Langley also anticipatedfinding that Southern optimism began to fail after the fall of Vicksburgin July 1863. Instead, he found that Southern optimism was not brokenuntil a year later with the fall of Atlanta.39 The South’s editorial opti‐mism never really vanished entirely, though, according to J. Cutler An ‐drews who authored another study of Confederate morale. ManySouthern editors engaged in wishful thinking during Sherman’s Marchto the Sea.40 In fact, even after Appomattox, some Southerners werestill confident they could beat the North. Public morale was a concern for editors and politicians alike dur‐ing the Civil War, just as it has been for historians since, according toJames W. Silver.41 As early as December 1860, John M. Daniel, editor ofthe Richmond Enquirer, was predicting that munitions and other ma ‐teriel of war might hold out long enough for a victory over the North,but he was uncertain public morale could be maintained.42 Silverclaimed that there never was any real governmental attempt to manip‐ulate public opinion, but John Paul Jones contradicted him in a studythat found the Confederate government did a better job of supportingpublic morale than the Northern.43 Silver agreed that the ConfederateCongress and president did often appeal to the public to keep up itsfighting spirit, but he argued even Davis’ attempts to propagandize viaspeeches and proclamations were unsuccessful. Religious leaders weremore important in bolstering public morale than politicians, Silver ar ‐gued.44 Southern editors, he said, were also important in fomentingsupport for the war through atrocity stories and exaggeration. An 1989 study looks beyond the propaganda issue to address thequestion of effects. It examines whether the Civil War press promotedunity or was neutral.45 Author Thomas Andrew Hughes considered
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whether journalists can be detached and objective in wars. The value ofHughes’ work is that it considered the motives behind the way informa‐tion was presented and interpreted.
Individual Stories of Journalists and Newspapers 

The stories of individual Southern journalists and newspapers are lesscommon than those of Northern journalists. Few Southern editors leftpapers or diaries, though a handful left pseudo‐memoirs or collectionsof stories that have been published. Following the war, for example,Felix De Fontaine, used the Columbia South Carolinian’s print shop topublish several collections of his own writings. He even briefly pub‐lished a short‐lived Civil War magazine.46 Also, in 1868, FrederickDaniel, broth er of Richmond Examiner editor John M. Daniel, publisheda collection of his sibling’s war‐time writings. Frederick’s contributionoffered an insight into the daily workings of the newspaper and hisbrother’s political involvements.47With the exception of a handful of memoirs and writings collectedat the time, though, the South’s Civil War journalists left behind few pri‐mary sources beyond their newspapers. What biographical work hasbeen done has primarily relied upon the public writings of editors andcorrespondents. J. Ford Risley used newspapers to reveal useful in ‐sights into the life and work of Connecticut‐Yankee‐turned‐Con fed ‐erate editor Nathan Morse of the Augusta Chronicle and Sen ti nel.48Risley dealt with Morse’s editorial support for Georgia Govern or JosephBrown’s opposition to Jefferson Davis, but he had to base his conclu‐sions about Morse and his motivations for supporting Brown solelyfrom what Morse had written in his newspaper. Consequently, Risleypresented what Morse said, not what he thought. While this is a usefulsort of story, it is not nearly so rich as it would be had Morse left mate‐rials behind which would give us a sort of “inner view.” Risley, in a pre‐
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vious publication, wrote essentially the same sort of piece on PeterAlexander, a Thomaston, Ga., lawyer who was a correspondent for the
Savannah Republican and other papers, during the war.49Two Southern journalists have stood out as notable exceptions tothis rule, however. One was William Gilmore Simms. Because of his lit‐erary contributions, there has been more interest in his life and moreeffort to preserve knowledge about him.50 Sufficient materials wereavailable for Maurice Cullen, Jr. to produce a biography of Simms thatfocused on his work as a journalist.51 Much of the work on Simms hashad its genesis, however, in literary, rather than journalistic, scholar‐ship. The other was William Woods Holden. Holden was North Caro ‐lina’s opposition editor who became provisional governor of that statefollowing the war. He was also the first governor in the United States tobe impeached. Because of his governorship and long involvement withNorth Carolina party politics, Holden left a collection of papers thathave been widely used as the basis of at least two doctoral dissertationsas well as other works. In 1934, Edgar Estes Folk wrote a doctoral dis‐sertation at George Peabody College for Teachers about Holden’s workas a political journalist. Nearly 20 years later, H. W. Rapier examinedHolden’s political career.52Richard Reid wrote about Holden and his “disloyalty” to the Con ‐federacy.53 Holden, like Morse and Brown, was skeptical of JeffersonDavis’ state‐making activities and his execution of the war — so skepti‐cal, in fact, that he became involved in a secret peace movement. LikeMorse and Brown, many authors have accused Holden of being disloy‐al. At least some degree of these accusations can be laid at the door ofSouthern apologists who remain dissatisfied with the outcome of theCivil War. The accusations against Holden, Reid pointed out, were forhis belief that secession would not aid the Southern cause but wouldinstead bring dissention and military despotism. The result was accusa‐
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tions of disloyalty, yet Holden really was guilty only of seeing the situa‐tion more clearly and less emotionally than his peers. Studies of individual newspapers are valuable, even though theygenerally are survey histories, because they contextualize media acrosstime. They examine how newspapers functioned at the communitylevel and offer insights into editorial personalities and local journalisticstandards and practices. Works within this genre include studies of the
Columbus (Ga.) Enquirer, the Raleigh Register, the Augusta Chronicle
and Sentinel, the Charleston Courier, and the Atlanta Intelligencer.54 Astudy of the Charleston Mercury focused on its role as the antebellumpolitical organ for John C. Calhoun and Robert Barnwell Rhett, two ofthe primary fomenters of secession.55 This is a particularly useful studysince most work on the partisan press has been done in terms of news‐papers as party organs and their roles in helping to achieve party objec‐tives. State‐ and community‐level studies have dealt mostly with staffingissues, standards and practices, and content. Examples of these sorts ofstate‐level studies include William L. King’s history of Charleston news‐papers, Louis Turner Griffith and John Erwin Talmadge’s history ofGeorgia newspapers, Than Stem’s study of the North Carolina Press,and Pat McNeely’s history of the South Carolina media. These are typi‐cally survey histories and so provide only brief overviews of the CivilWar period.56Community, or city, level studies have focused on newspapers inboth large cities and smaller villages. Their utility can be great or small,depending on the nature of the study. Thomas McAlpin Stubbs pub‐lished a study of the Sumter, S.C., press in 1953 that has limited utilityas anything other than a reference book.57 The work was essentially aninventory of newspapers that were published, when they were pub‐lished, who their editors were, and where file copies might be found.Henry T. Malone’s study of Atlanta newspapers during the Civil War
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also inventoried the newspapers of that community, but additionally,he looked into how the press functioned during that period.58 One ofthe interesting aspects of this study was his discussion of the refugeenewspapers that fled to Atlanta when their home communities werecaptured by the Union. Not nearly enough is known about how thesepapers functioned once they left their home territory or what advertis‐ers and audiences they served. Malone did not address these questions,but he did offer a starting point by documenting when the newspapersarrived in Atlanta and a little of what they wrote about being refugees.Of all these works, perhaps the most original in its approach, andthe most valuable for its contribution to understanding not only themedia of the time but the readers as well, was an early 1980s study ofnewspaper and periodical readership in a small North Carolina village,Rocky Mount.59 This account was based on a postmaster’s accountbook that included a list of all the newspapers and periodicals deliveredin his district. More importantly, this particular postmaster not onlykept a record of which publications circulated in his community, butalso the names of individual subscribers. The author of this study, afreelance researcher named Helen Watson, combined the contents ofthis account book, which covers the years 1859 and 1860, with 1860census data to create a picture of readership in a single Southern com‐munity on the cusp of war.
Conclusion

It would be easy to be critical of the first historians to delve into stud‐ies of the Southern Press in the Civil War era. The Developmental per‐spective from which they worked limited the scope of their investiga‐tions to the very standard issues of censorship, press practices andstandards, effects, and biographies of individual newspapers and jour‐nalists. Those are the important issues for Developmental studies. Yet,
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the early studies discussed here opened the doors and pointed the wayfor future historians who would work from more expansive perspec‐tives that would allow them to delve more deeply into the history of theSouthern press in the Civil War era. Further, these studies showed thatthe Confederate press did influence public opinion and morale, a pointsome historians have mistakenly disputed.60The value of these early studies was as much in the doors theyopened as it was in the topics they covered. Andrew’s extensive historyof how the Confederate press covered the Civil War was particularlyimportant, for it identified the topics future historians would need todig into to tell the complete history of the Southern press in the CivilWar era: business practices; labor issues; news acquisition and distri‐bution practices; audiences; and data‐driven biographies of individualjournalists. Taken together, these early studies show that the press wasan integral part of Southern society, helping to build and shape atti‐tudes during some of the most turbulent times in American history.This work was limited in scope and perspective, but its value to futurehistorians was unmistakable, as will be illustrated in a later article thatwill deal with more recent scholarship regarding the Civil War‐erapress.NOTES
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Kobre Award Interview: Leonard Ray Teel

© 2016. The author owns the copyright to this essay.

Q: Tell us a little about your family background — where you were born
and grew up, your education, and so forth.

Teel: I am descended on my mother’s side from Pennsylvania Dutchfarmers whose hilltop graveyard in Washington Borough dates back tothe 1600s, and from Kentucky settlers on my father’s side. From bothsides early on I developed a blend what I now can call unfailing opti‐mism balanced by healthy skepticism. Born in suburban Lancaster,Pennsylvania, I attended public schools there through 9th grade; thenmoved with my family to suburban Miami. In high school I won a jour‐nalism scholarship to the University of Miami from the Miami chapterof Sigma Delta Chi. I majored in history, minored in journalism, becameeditor of our college weekly newspaper, The Hurricane, and worked in
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internships at two daily newspapers, leading to reporting jobs at bothpapers.
Q: What did you do professionally before going into teaching?

Teel: I wrote hundreds of news and feature stories, some of themscoops and prize‐winners, as a staff reporter and writer for 20 years atfive daily newspapers, in Lancaster, Miami, Fort Lauderdale, Wash ing ‐ton and finally Atlanta. Meanwhile I earned the MA and Ph.D. de grees inBritish and European history, just in time to apply for a tenure‐track as ‐sistant professorship at Georgia State University in Atlanta.
Q: Where, and what courses, have you taught?

Teel: I taught basic and advanced reporting courses and feature writ‐ing. When Professor Harold Davis, one of the AJHA’s first members, re ‐tired, he bequeathed to me his media history class. Eventually the un ‐der graduates and graduate students produced such good work thatthey were able to present it at conferences. Next we organized a Jour ‐nal  ism History Society and published an annual peer‐reviewed Atlanta
Re view of Journalism History. Along the way, I developed and taught in ‐ternational communication and editorial and critical writing.
Q: Tell us about your background in history — When did you first get
interested in historical research? How did your education prepare you to
be a historian?

Teel: Early on, I was fascinated by factual stories (rather than fairytales and fiction). I especially liked biographies as guides for living.Serious study of history began early in my first semester at the Univer ‐sity of Miami during Professor Patsovos’ lectures on the Greeks. I soon
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changed my major to history; my journalism scholarship permitted meto make journalism my minor.
Q: Who or what have been the major influences on your historical outlook
and work?

Teel: Journalism developed my ability to investigate and write withaccuracy. And biography led me into the other aspects of serious histor‐ical research and writing. As a daily journalist I developed a style ofwriting for mass audiences and a knack for identifying and document‐ing untold stories. While still a journalist, I went back to school and fin‐ished my MA in history (University of Miami, 1974) and completed thePh.D. in history (Georgia State University, 1984). Meanwhile, I wrotemy first biographical book, Erma: A Black Woman Remembers (RandomHouse, 1981).
Q: What are the main areas or ideas on which you concentrate your his-
torical work?

Teel: I remain fascinated by the biographical approach to history. I con‐centrate on characters and situations and extrapolate from those thecontext and meaning. I have tried to discover and understand how thepeople I write about have acted in important situations and, where pos‐sible, explain why they acted in such a way. My latest book on U.S. jour‐nalists’ reporting of Castro’s revolutionary war in Cuba (2015) docu‐mented how in revolutionary situations the journalists were vulnerableto manipulation, accepting at face value Castro’s promises to re storedemocracy. My biography of Atlanta Constitution editor Ralph EmersonMcGill (2001) demonstrated how his journalism and commentary — atthe national and local level — aimed to prepare Sou therners for theextension to African‐Americans of full citizenship and civil rights.
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Q: Summarize for us the body of work — books, journal articles, and so
forth — that you have done related to history.

Teel: Generalizing from my published books and journal articles, I havebeen aptly called a journalism historian. My book‐in‐progress also fitsthat description, an exploration of exporting American journalisticprac  tices to journalists across the Arab world during 1997‐2004, anhis toric period of expanding press freedom that ended abruptly withthe Arab revolutions in 2011 and subsequent counter‐revolutions. Theimpetus for the book came an empirical research project I directed.
Q: Of the books you have written, from which ones did you get the most

satisfaction?

Teel: My first book Erma: A Black Woman Remembers naturally was athrill to publish because it was the first and because my editor atRandom House, Toni Morrison, who had just published her third novel,
Song of Solomon, gave me such good advice. For professional reasons,the timely publication of my second book Into the Newsroom: An Intro -
duction to Journalism helped me get my tenure‐track position at Geor ‐gia State University. Perhaps the most satisfaction came from the biog‐raphy of Ralph McGill, my first prize‐winner; that effort tested my re ‐solve over sixteen years of archival searches and interviews.
Q: We realize that it is difficult to judge one’s own work — and that the
most accomplished people are often the most modest — but if you had to
summarize your most important contributions to the field of JMC history,
what would they be?

Teel: All four books dealing with journalism, its practice and history,
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have given a realistic scenario of the practice and significance of Amer ‐ican journalism at home and overseas during the 20th Century. 
Q: As you look back over your career, if you could do anything differently,
what would it be?

Teel: In my career, nothing. The movement through journalism to his‐tory was almost seamless, thanks to dozens of scholars who raised mysights time and again, often through my associations in AJHA.
Q: Tell us about your “philosophy of history” or what you think are the
most important principles for studying history.

Teel: If I have a “philosophy” of history, the closest to that would in ‐volve pragmatism. In practice, I am a searcher, suspending disbeliefand seeking to learn enough about my subject so that I can ask the rightquestions and discover what I might otherwise not have known. I amoften surprised by unfolding stories and evolving discoveries that re ‐veal more than I imagined. One of the Greeks I studied long ago, Po lybi ‐us, seemed on the right track in theorizing that historical developmentsare cyclical. As Voltaire is quoted as saying, history doesn’t repeat itself,but men always do. 
Q: How would you evaluate the quality of work being done today in JMC
history — its strengths and weaknesses?

Teel: The quality of today’s journalism history constantly informs myown work. I am amazed at what historians are discovering and explain‐ing.
Q: What do you think we in JMC history need to be doing to improve the
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status of JMC history in (1) JMC education and (2) the wider field of histo-
ry in general?

Teel: My wife, Katherine, insists that history needs to be taught earlierthan college for it to be understood as an important factor in citizen‐ship. I agree. At Georgia State University I found that a professor’s insis‐tence could secure curriculum changes to favor journalism history, andI managed to get the History of News Media course moved to the 4000/6000 level and made one of the required Critical Thinking and Writing(CTW) courses. As for the wider field of history, today’s historians haveincreasing opportunities — with many more sources that are muchmore accessible, and with expanding media platforms.
Q: What challenges do you think JMC history faces in the future?

Teel: We recognize that one major challenge in teaching journalism/communication comes from an increasing emphasis on practicalcourses related to production of news, notably via social media. Stu ‐dents must learn to write “across the platform” including twitter feeds.I faced this challenge by emphasizing the importance of history inteach ing two fundamental values for journalists and other mass com‐municators: in‐depth research and persuasive writing.
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Q: Give us a brief summary of your book.

Lisby: The social progress and post‐war economic prosperity thatcharacterized the South during the “Roaring Twenties” had a dark un ‐derside typified by racial hatred, legal chicanery, political cronyism, il ‐literacy, and religious extremism. To best serve Georgia and the South,to make a real difference, Julian LaRose Harris dedicated his newspa‐per, the Columbus Enquirer-Sun, to shouting the distasteful truth fromthe rooftops to create a fierce discontent with public conditions and adetermined intent to change them.The oldest of nine children of noted journalist and folklorist JoelChandler Harris, Julian Harris (1874‐1963) struggled all his life to carvehis own niche in the world and to emerge from the shadow of his fa ‐mous father, and to disprove the old adage that the sons of famous menrarely amounted to much. It was a fear that directed his determinationto succeed in journalism. He even marshaled evidence in support of hisintent, reading about the lives of Roman statesmen Pliny the Elder andPliny the Younger, and William Pitt the Elder and William Pitt theYoung er, both of whom served as prime minister of Great Britain.
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Harris thus took the perfect entrée into Southern journalism — hisfather’s success and reputation — and as editor and publisher of the
Enquirer-Sun found both his own voice and soapbox. With his equallytalented wife, journalist Julia Collier Harris (1875‐1967), he spent the1920s in Columbus fighting the Ku Klux Klan, racism, lynching, anti‐evolution laws, religious intolerance, Prohibition, corruption in stategovernment, and substandard public education. It took uncommoncourage to push a progressive agenda in a provincial cotton‐mill townlike Columbus during the 1920s and Harris, more than any other per‐son, deserves credit for freeing Georgia from the grip of the Klan. Forhis efforts, he and his newspaper won the 1926 Pulitzer Prize for pub‐lic service. He was the first Georgian to be so honored.But his self‐reflective nature made him very aware of his many per‐sonality quirks: courageous, yet insecure; debonair, yet sarcastic; gra‐cious, yet combative; sentimental, yet cynical; kind, yet belligerent; anda loving, family man who was also a social and political maverick. Heunderstood perfectly the point of one letter‐writer: “I am thoroughlypersuaded that someone will have to be willing to be hated in order toserve Georgia to the fullest measure.” And he later came to appreciatethe remark by a fellow Southern editor: “The antics and attitudes youas sail afflict us down here, too, and we do our best to damn them butthe frontal‐attack‐stink‐bomb method you use would get us in endlesstrouble.”Harris’ continuing circulation, advertising, and business “trouble”finally forced him to sell his newspaper in 1929 and leave Columbus.Later, looking back on his life, Harris wrote, “I think I see, if in out‐line somewhat shadowy, a young man who, from time to time, soughtto discover causes. And if he had no conscious philosophy, I am surethat out of his ideals in life and literature came beliefs and ambitionswhich crystalized in a zeal for a free press and a hatred of every form ofoppression.”
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Q: How did you get the idea for your book?

Lisby: I grew up in Columbus, Georgia. My father was a long‐time edi‐tor of the Columbus Ledger, the afternoon newspaper, there. For years Ihad seen and admired the framed certificate on the newsroom’s wallsof the Ledger’s 1955 Pulitzer Prize for public service that it received forits coverage of the civic corruption investigation and clean‐up in neigh‐boring Phenix City, Ala. One day he asked me if I knew that the Colum -
bus Enquirer, the morning newspaper, had also won the Pulitzer Prizefor public service. I did not know that, and then and there determinedI’d learn more about it. The research proved to be so fascinating that Iused it as the basis for the M.A. thesis I wrote at the University of Mis ‐sissippi in 1977. Subsequently, I turned the thesis into a monograph in
Journalism Monographs in 1988, and then with more research into thebiography in 2002.
Q: Tell us about the research you did for your book — What were your
sources, how did you research your book, how long did you spend, and so
forth?

Lisby: Overwhelmingly, my sources were primary ones — newspaperstories and editorials written either by Julian or Julia Harris, letters andother correspondence to and from either of the Harrises, interviewswith and letters to and from individuals who knew them in Columbus,and other materials the Harrises collected and donated to be part of theHarris Papers at Emory University. Secondary sources primarily in ‐cluded books and articles about the history of Columbus, Georgia, poli‐tics, the Pulitzer Prizes, the Ku Klux Klan in the South, the “RoaringTwenties,” post‐World War I progressivism, and religion and Prohi bi ‐tion in the South, to name just a few of the topics I included in thebreadth of my research.
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To conduct the research for my book, after I read every secondarysource I could find relating to my topic, I next scheduled interviewswith all those I could find (and who were willing to talk to me) whoknew the Harrises either personally or professionally, though I did notinclude any interviews with any members of their extended family.Finally, I identified every library or other research repository (such asthe Pulitzer Prize files at Columbia University) I wished to visit and be ‐gan scheduling my time there. The total research time required for mybook was about a year of full‐time work.
Q: Besides the sources you used, were there any others you wish you had
been able to examine?

Lisby: My earliest research on this topic started in 1974. Bill’s researchinto the Ku Klux Klan in Georgia started a few years before that. Hadeither of us had the idea a couple of years earlier, before their deaths inthe 1960s, I really wish I could have had the opportunity to interviewJulian and Julia Harris in person and not had to rely only on their writ‐ings.
Q: Based on your research for the book, what would you advise other his-
torians in our field about working with sources?

Lisby: Take your time. Be scrupulously organized. Pay close attentionto details. Don’t assume that librarians (who themselves may havespent a lot of time organizing a person’s papers) fully understand theparameters of the story you’re trying to tell. They may have some in ‐sight, but you are the historian, not them. In addition, always, always,always make certain your notes are in a readable (and understandable)format for your later use. Even when I took notes by hand (a very poorchoice for me since my handwriting is so bad), I always retyped them at
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the end of each day. When interviewing someone, record it and alwaysmake a transcript of the interview available to the person for correctionto assure factual accuracy. And always, always follow up with a thank‐you letter (yes, a letter and not an email) expressing your gratitude foryour source’s time and insight.
Q: What were the challenges you faced in researching your book?

Lisby: The three biggest procedural challenges I faced were findingtime for the research, finding money to pay for the travel, and forcingmyself to keep an open mind and not jump to conclusions (the problemof acting like a deliberate historian vs. a journalist on deadline) as I readand pondered the source materials. The biggest substantive challenge Ifaced came when I realized just how much the Harrises had culled andedited/interpreted (usually with a hand‐written annotation in the mar‐gin) the materials they gave to Emory University. They were very, veryconscious of their reputations, of how they wanted history to under‐stand them and their work, much more than I would have expected ofsomeone of that generation and era. This meant that I had to do moreresearch to understand both sides of any “spin” I found in their papers.
Q: What new insights does your book provide?

Lisby: One reviewer of the biography called it “a valuable, and brutallyhonest, study of southern prejudice, institutional hatred, ignorance,and political corruption during the 1920s.” So while my biography doesoffer new factual information about Julian and Julia Harris, as well as in ‐sights into their historical time and place, it is most importantly thefirst work to evaluate the Harrises using their own measures of self‐worth and success. It’s the first study to examine how the Harrises re ‐garded themselves and then to compare that with how others viewed
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them.
Q: What findings most surprised you?

Lisby: I was most surprised to learn the extent and depth of JulianHarris’ introspective nature — at times introspective to the point thathe doubted the wisdom of some of his actions. That introspection ofcourse did not stop him but it did somewhat serve as an internal count‐er‐balance to most of his journalistic practices and achievements. Andat times it worked to bolster his convictions to the point that he wasunable to see any validity in others’ concerns about his journalistic tac‐tics. And if anyone might have expected his wife to temper his attitudesand actions, in Julia Harris he found a person so much like himself andso convicted in a belief of their importance to progressive ideals andchange that each failed to help the other see any different perspective.
Q: What advice would you give to people in our field who are considering
doing a book in JMC history?

Lisby: First, I would say that all research is personal. You want to findout something and so you go looking. You want to learn more aboutsomething and that desire alone is enough to motivate you. That char‐acteristic is the essence of both historians and journalists. And that inand of itself would be reason enough for me to want to research some‐thing. Second, we research to understand context better. Nothing hap‐pens in a vacuum; everything is connected to everything else. Thus, his‐torians are “generalists” in the best sense of the term in that we helpcreate a cultural narrative. Third, I believe the adage that those who failto learn from their mistakes (and from history) are destined to repeatthem, which is why historical research is so very important. Modernprogress depends upon our learning and applying the lessons of the
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past. But, from me to anyone considering research in JMC history, don’thesitate; do it. As you look back on it years later, I believe you will findit to have been most rewarding. 2016, for example, is the 100th anni ‐versary of the Pulitzer Prizes; and with renewed scholarly and journal‐istic interest in the story of Julian Harris and the Columbus Enquirer-
Sun, I am finding a most pleasant contentment in research well done.
Q: Is it possible to get too close to a research subject? How do historians
maintain their neutrality of viewpoint when conducting and interpreting
research?

Lisby: It is indeed possible to become little more than an apologist fora cause or historical subject, even one long deceased. Just like journal‐ists are supposed to do, historians also should strive for balance byseeking (and, yes, also evaluating) opposing viewpoints and interpreta‐tions. I think there should always be at least a little something aboutyour research subject that you find troubling or disagreeable or out‐of‐the‐ordinary to remind you again and again to double‐check your factsand to question your interpretation and understanding of everything.This will help you be fair‐minded and enhance the credibility andmean ing of your research findings. 
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